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ABSTRACT  

 

It is difficult to predict how a city will respond to climate changes. Temperature variations during the 

different seasons, the rain and other similar weather conditions put a strain on the urban environment. 

To produce a viable analysis and estimation it is imperative to collect data, while taking into 

consideration the budget required to do so. The best approach will demand to estimate possible negative 

effects of those extreme weather conditions and to take into consideration scarcity of resources. With 

the advance of technology, it is possible to a replication of the urban environment such as with 3D 

analytical models or even with virtual reality. With that option, it is possible to simulate real life 

catastrophes or extreme episodes and their consequences, to study how changes it the urban 

configuration and in the built environment can influence the microclimate, avoid expected damages and 

to draw the most adequate strategies. 

This dissertation is devoted to this challenge. The development and implementation of a decision-

making tool that will allow municipalities to anticipate the results of their decisions and avoid 

unnecessary costs. 

With that purpose, City Information Modelling (CIM) is a new subject that grows in popularity in 

Urban Planning and Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) community. It has the 

potential to become an integrated multi-platform model that allows representation of the smallest 

details in an urban area. 

In the present case, CIM will be achieved with the use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 

and Building Information Modelling for creating a software tool analysing the thermal comfort 

conditions for public space and aid in the decision-making process of urban planning. It will take into 

consideration the geometry of the urban area and the interaction between whether conditions and built 

environment to simulate the consequences the new intervention will have on the public space. 

The validation of this tool used Trindade Metro Station as Case Study. The choice of this location relates 

with its insertion in the city centre, the surrounding built environment, the function of the area and the 

geometry, with two levels with different materials. The upper level is mainly a large green area with the 

insertion of other materials on the elevator, crossing path and end walls, and the lower level, which 

includes granite, concrete and glass. The case study will permit to study the tool response to estimate 

different surface temperatures and in consequence to predict mean radiant temperature for citizens. On 

the course of the validation process, were conducted surface temperature measurements, later compared 

with the tool output. The differences found were on average in the interval between ±2 and ±3 which is 

small enough to consider that one can use this tool in real projects.  

Later were also performed simulations for alternative scenarios to study how different materials will 

affect surface temperature and urban comfort. The results showed that the tool represent correctly the 

expected increase or decrease of surface temperature.  

This model was designed to serve as a bridge between traditional and the foreseen digital urban planning 

in order to create conditions for more sustainable urban environment and enhancing quality of life, as it 

provides valuable information for the decision process by municipalities. 

 

 

Key words: CIM, BIM, GIS, urban microclimate, thermal comfort, 3D model, simulation 
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RESUMO 

 

Mudanças climáticas é sempre um desafio para a cidade se adaptar. As altas temperaturas durante o 

verão, os frios durante o inverno e inundações durante a primavera e o outono sobrecarregam a 

capacidade de adaptação do ambiente urbano. A resposta das cidades às diferentes condições 

climáticas é difícil de prever, devido a muitas variáveis nas considerações. A melhor abordagem 

exigirá estimar possíveis efeitos negativos dessas condições climáticas extremas e levar em 

consideração a escassez de recursos. Para isso, é aconselhável criar uma replicação do ambiente 

urbano, com modelos analíticos 3D ou mesmo com realidade virtual. Com essa opção, é possível 

simular catástrofes da vida real ou episódios extremos e suas consequências, essencialmente para 

conhecer os possíveis resultados, evitar danos esperados e traçar as estratégias mais adequadas. 

Esta dissertação é dedicada a este desafio. O desenvolvimento e implementação de uma ferramenta 

de apoio de decisão que permitirá aos municípios antecipar os resultados de suas decisões e evitar 

custos desnecessários. 

Com esse propósito, City Information Modeling (CIM) é um novo assunto que cresce em 

popularidade dentro da comunidade de planeamento urbano e Arquitetura, Engenharia e Construção 

(AEC). CIM tem o potencial de se tornar um modelo multiplataforma integrado que permite 

representar os menores detalhes de uma área urbana, fornecendo base para registo de dados, extração 

de informações, análise espacial e comunicação com outras plataformas de informação. 

No presente caso, CIM será alcançada com o uso de Sistemas de Informações Geográficas (GIS) e 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) para criar uma ferramenta de software analisando as 

condições de conforto térmico para o espaço público e apoiando no processo de tomada de decisão 

do planeamento urbano. A ferramenta levará em consideração a geometria da área urbana e a 

interação entre as condições e o ambiente de construção para simular quais consequências a nova 

intervenção terá no espaço público. 

O conforto na cidade não depende apenas das condições geográficas e meteoríticas, mas também está 

sujeito a como o ambiente de construção afeta seu microclima. Há pouca ou nenhuma preocupação 

sobre como o edifício único altera a temperatura do espaço aberto. Construção densa aprisiona mais 

calor e produz as chamadas ilhas de calor urbanas. 

Neste trabalho, uma ferramenta será desenvolvida com a ajuda da metodologia e software BIM para 

estudar como o ambiente de construção afetará a temperatura da superfície e a temperatura radiante 

média de um espaço, dois parâmetros que desempenham um papel importante no conforto térmico 

de um espaço aberto. Ele usa dados de geometria de um modelo 3D, propriedades térmicas de 

materiais e leis físicas para simular cenários da vida real. Esta ferramenta pode ser usada como 

instrumento na tomada de decisões para planear o projeto e as mudanças futuras para um espaço 

público e conhecer as consequências antes de implementar o projeto.  

A ferramenta será desenvolvida usando a Estação de Metrô Trinidade como Caso de Estudo. O local 

foi escolhido porque tem dois níveis com diferentes materiais. O nível superior é feito principalmente 

de espaço verde e o nível inferior é feito de granito. Isso permitirá estudar como a ferramenta 

responderá às diferentes temperaturas da superfície e, consequentemente, à temperatura radiante 

média. 

 

A validação do componente da temperatura da superfície foi realizada e a comparação entre os 

resultados da ferramenta e a temperatura medida foi feita. A diferença encontrada é pequena o 

suficiente para concluir que a ferramenta desenvolvida pode ser usada em projetos reais. Alguns 

cenários alternativos foram criados para estudar como diferentes materiais afetarão a temperatura da 

superfície. Os resultados obtidos demonstraram que a ferramenta representa corretamente o aumento 

ou a diminuição esperada da temperatura da superfície. 
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Este modelo foi projetado para servir como uma ponte entre o planeamento urbano tradicional e o 

novo digital, a fim de criar condições para um ambiente urbano mais sustentável e melhorar a 

qualidade de vida. 

 

Palavras-chave: CIM, BIM, GIS, microclima urbano, conforto térmico, modelo 3D, simulação 
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1  

INTRODUCTION  

 

 

This first chapter has the purpose to introduce the studied subject, starting with its framework (1.1), 

followed by the objectives (1.2) and, finally, the thesis structure (1.3). 

 

1.1 Framework 

The urban environment is vulnerable to climate change. High temperature amplitudes, heat waves, 

cold waves, sudden floods and raising sea levels can interfere with the city structure and interrupt or 

damage its functions. Public space, in particular, suffers the influence of weather conditions, 

according to the positioning of buildings and the presence of diverse infrastructures. Changes in 

finishing materials of buildings and public spaces can affect greatly the hydrothermal conditions both 

in indoor and outdoor spaces.  

More dense built areas have higher temperature. Construction materials have higher capacity to store 

heat during the day and release it during nigh time, heating the urban environment to what sometimes 

can be perceived as an uncomfortable temperature.  It is difficult to predict how these new buildings 

or new solutions to refurbish existing buildings and public spaces will affect the urban environment 

and, in many cases, this is achieved by trial and error practice. There are some cases where the 

reflective finishes of buildings create “death rays” of reflected light that can raise the near building 

temperature up to 15 ºC, melt cars or even fry eggs [1].  

Up to this moment, there is little to no concern, when designing a building or an urban public space, 

about how it will affect the thermal comfort of the open space and the surrounding urban areas. This 

can lead to great discomfort for the citizens and make public spaces an unwelcoming environment. 

The gap between urban planning and AEC industry, made by the freedom of choice on different 

finishing materials needs to be closed or, at least, tightened, So, there is the need for a tool that can 

assist in this challenge both designers and local authorities. 

Until now, urban planning has relied mainly on Geographical Information Systems (GIS). They are 

used for gathering information, visualising, managing and analysing proposals and changes in the 

urban structure. Although they present some restrictions when handling more delicate problems like 

the ones mentioned above. The problem is that although GIS involves the consideration of raster, 

vectors, points and polygons with related information, it usually does not have data about the material 

of each building structure or urban public space and the availability of materials is limited. 

 

Building Information Modelling (BIM), on the other hand, is specialized in dealing with the 

construction process and management of the lifecycle of individual buildings. The concept is to 

achieve interoperability between different software and tools that cover almost every aspect of the 

building process. It has diverse analytical properties and with the help of visual programming tools, 
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like Dynamo, it can be adapted to many purposes. Even though it is very effective in the AEC 

industry, it has model size limitation that can restrain its use in urban planning. 

City Information Modelling (CIM) is new concept that gains popularity each year, whose objective 

is to integrate all aspect of the urban systems into one environment by representing the interactions 

between public and private spaces. CIM theoretical methodology grounds on the interoperability 

between GIS, BIM and the capacity to create unified standards to bridge between them. 

In this dissertation, BIM capability to characterise open spaces were tested, in order to create a tool 

to study the effect of construction materials and coating surfaces on the quality of urban spaces. 

Creating a tool for simulating the response of the built environment, under different weather 

conditions, and different design alternatives, will enable decision-makers to support their final 

decision in order to create more sustainable and comfortable public spaces. 

 

1.2 Objective 

Given the previous framework, the aim of this dissertation is to create a tool that will close the already 

identified gap between urban planning and AEC industry.  

Using BIM tools for urban planning can prove useful for analysing the physical environment, related 

changes, and the interaction with cities environment and the population. Simulating thermal 

exchange, heat storage and sky view factor can prove challenging to recreate thermal comfort 

conditions in 3D modelling. It depends on building geometry, the sky view factors, surface 

temperature and mean radiant temperature to analyse heat transfer between surfaces and to outdoor 

environment (urban climate). This also relates to weather conditions, solar radiation, construction 

materials and building positions. All of those factors follow physical laws, simplified in this 

dissertation using chosen parameters and constants, although one is aware of the risk of incorrect 

representation due to these simplifications. A balance must be found between the software capacity 

and limits of simplification. Heavier models require more time to execute and too much 

simplifications can lead to unreliability in the results. One of the objectives of this work is to find 

reasonable solution to this problem, without to compromise results.  

This dissertation will connect urban planning with present and future built environment by creating 

a tool for the estimate of the main parameters used for thermal comfort determination. Having an 

instrument that can predict how new or refurbished construction will affect public spaces will give 

planners a powerful tool for simulating different scenarios for future projects, analysing the best 

ones, avoiding unnecessary costs and improving citizen’s quality of life. 

 

This dissertation follows the methodology explained bellow: 

● Initially, relied on the study of how GIS and BIM can be used for urban planning and address 

what has been done and what is still missing; 

● Clarify what is CIM, what has been done and what are the future potentials and challenges; 

● Explore the possibility of using BIM environment for creating new tool for urban planning; 

● Create a tool for estimating mean radiant temperature based on surface temperature; 

● Validate the tool: creating 3D model of a chosen part of the city, take measurements and 

compare the estimates to the real values; 

● Simulate different scenarios and see how diverse materials and colors can change thermal 

comfort of the public space 

● Address the difficulties and challenges encountered during the elaboration of this work 

● Suggest future work for optimization of the tool 
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The listed methodological steps seek to find a new way of looking at urban planning, using new tools 

to support technical and political decisions, regarding changes to the built environment, intended to 

be more sustainable, using the most suitable construction materials and reducing the need to fix 

unexpected mistakes, considering the final purpose of the interventions. This is not only a tool for 

aiding the decision-making process in urban planning but also has the objective to qualify urban 

public spaces, and with the chosen case study, to guarantee user comfort of that public space. 

 

1.3 Overview 

This dissertation is divided in five chapters whose description follows: 

● Chapter 1:  

This chapter introduces the topic of this dissertation and sets the main objective and the 

methodology.   

● Chapter 2:  

Here are clarified the basic concepts of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) and how they can contribute to the creation of unified 

and integrated platform for urban planning and construction sector. It is also discussed the 

subject of City Information Modelling (CIM) and what remains to be done. 

● Chapter 3:  

Introduces and clarify the concept of urban comfort by braking it down to basic parameter 

and physical laws that can be measured, quantified and qualified.  

● Chapter 4:  

This chapter presents the tool developed during this work, the case study chosen for 

validation, the comparison between estimated and real values and it also gives some 

examples of how the tool can be used. 

● Chapter 5:  

General conclusions about this dissertation, what was achieved, the main difficulties and 

future challenges and objectives. 

 

Also includes the list of used References and some Annexes to complement the information given in 

the body of the document. 
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2  

GIS, BIM AND CIM 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

With the growing urbanization and decreasing of non-built-up areas in the city, urban planning is 

becoming more complex by the day. The existing city is one of the restrictions that urban planners 

must work more efficiently to manage the issues arising from the confrontation between the ‘new’ 

and the ‘old’. 

Undeveloped land within or around the city is hard to find but may have a huge potential to influence 

the whole region, as the correct changes introduced to an existing built space can increase livelihood 

and improve working conditions in the area. In this context, land is the most valuable resource of a 

city and deserves a careful attention to every detail. Planners around the world had always searched 

for the most efficient practice for planning to optimize the gain a city can received from its given 

local conditions. Some type of physical or numerical evidence that they work fittingly for the given 

scenario always supports those practices. Technologies are the tools that can give that type of 

physical proof and have the advantage to support the whole planning process as they increase the 

number of possible solutions. They also provide easy way of communication and collaboration 

between the participants. Technologies can serve as platform for spatial and demographic data 

analysis, they can provide base for studying all aspects of interaction between city and citizens but 

also have the possibility to study the influence of each individual structure in urban area. 

Urban area consists of buildings, public spaces and supporting infrastructures together with human 

daily life happening in between.  

For the purpose of this dissertation, we consider that there are two types of cities:  

● cities that have been evolving through the centuries, with an ‘organic’ development and 

● fully planned and built cities.  

The first one is ‘natural’ and happens over time with the collective planning effort of many 

generations while the second is modelled and designed according the desire of certain town planners 

and authorities and it is regulated from the beginning. In both scenarios, the final purpose is the 

economic growth, prosperity and comfort of that urban area.  

When creating an urban space, it always focuses on the harmony between comfort and function. The 

people using it must feel welcome and wish to stay and use the outdoor for different types of 

activities. The same happens when constructing a building. It is created with the thought of creating 

a safe indoor space with controlled environment and compartments corresponding to its function. 

When constructing a building there is always a concern about its structure, function and vision rather 

than how the building will change the environment around it. Single building can change the 

microclimate of an urban space making it hotter by releasing trapped heat or making it colder by 

giving unwanted shading. A building can be constructed and demolished in short period of time 

compared to creation of urban areas. When a process consists of known variables and parameters it 

means that it can be automated and optimized with the help of digital technologies such as Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) in the AEC industry while Geographical Information Systems (GIS), 
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on the other hand, helps with the organization of the know parameters in urban planning. This chapter 

will explain the uses and limitations of both GIS and BIM and introduces the recently developed 

concept of City Information Modelling (CIM) that has the potential to eliminate the gap between 

urban planning and individual structures, in terms of digital connection. 

The general expectation for a 3D city model is that is must represent city’s topography and related 

spatial objects, but with the rapid development of the technologies, there are more requirements that 

the existing models must meet. The models not only must account for the correct visual 

representation, but also must have relevant data related to the images. In practice, most of the 3D city 

models currently available are relatively poor in attributes [2]. These models can be divided in two 

categories: 

● Design models generally represent single buildings, still not built as they are intended to 

satisfy the needs of AEC industry. The focus is to represent the maximum level of detail and 

development so that the digital model can be as close as possible to what will be constructed 

in the future. 

● Real-world models typically includes the representation of existing objects, in the form of 

geospatial information system. They are ready to receive the design models in order to study 

the interaction in between [3]. 

 

Sun-hours per day received by a building, division of urban space, underground metro network 

management are problems that cannot be solved only with two-dimensional data, there is evidence 

for the need of 3D models to develop and advance. Researchers are interested in the development of 

3D parametrical urban modelling, because it gives new opportunities for more objective view over 

the problems from different angles and perspective with integrated information from other sectors. 

Those models give not only visual representation of the space but also analytical capabilities that can 

take height, geometry and material of a building into the equation. The development of those models 

becomes an interesting matter in some fields like urban planning, land use management and traffic 

administration [4]. In most developed countries, the urban infrastructure in represented by geospatial 

data using GIS technology. 

One of the issues is information sharing between different participant is the absence of any standards 

and norms are much needed to set guidelines for construction of digital city and clarify the 

interoperability between the sectors. 

The interoperability between GIS and BIM have been object of many studies in the past years, 

intended to provide town planners with the benefits from both frameworks. 3D digital models have 

grown importance in urban planning not only for visualization but also for integrating different 

sources of data. 3D city models are presently scattered over different public and private sectors in 

different systems, different conceptual models, different data formats, different data schemas, 

different levels of detail and different quality. Results of integration efforts of BIM and geospatial 

models show that only 3D geometric information does not fulfil the integration purpose and may 

lead to geometrical inconsistencies [5]. 

2.2 Technologies and Urban Planning 

2.2.1 GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

Technologies are present in almost every aspect of everyday life, from application that shows the 

time of arrival of a bus and save time to complex simulations that helps mitigate and prevent disasters. 

In the development of the city, technologies have been used throughout the year to improve the 

process in different sectors from production of construction materials to planning and analysing 

efficiency for infrastructure scenarios. For the last few decades, planners, authorities and construction 

agents had been given the task of improving the quality of life and services in the cities and those 
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developments often must be supported by investments in technological development and 

innovations.  

Urban planning is a complex process of controlled development of a city. Collecting data, analysis, 

predicting and estimating, setting objectives and public discussions are one of the many takes urban 

planners have to cover. Technology is used to map the existing urban environment, merge it with the 

intended developments and predict how the outcome will affect urban systems. It helps transforming 

the vison of urban planners into implementation. 

With fast development of urban areas and frequent events associated with climate changes, it is 

important to have better response plans for cites under risk. Technology can be an efficient tool that 

will allow resource rationalization. It is an answer to problems and challenges within the complexity 

of urban systems. Technologies can provide many alternative solutions for a given problem and help 

in decision-making by providing solid proof if a concept works before implementing it. It can 

increase productivity for the urban planner, boost team collaboration and have high precision when 

treating and analysing data. The technologies used to improve urban planning are [6]: 

● Geographical Information System (GIS): used for spatial location and associating 

geographical with statistical data in order to visualize tendencies and analysed them. Urban 

planning consists of many layers of detail on a single map and one of the advantages of GIS 

is multi-layered mapping. GIS can be used to investigate different things, including 

agricultural land, surface water, high flood frequency, forest fire hazard and protected areas. 

This multi-layered capability can make a significant difference when developing an area.  

● Virtual Reality Technologies: Uses 3D models for simulating and representing the reality of 

urban areas allowing precise decision-making. These technics increase the efficiency and 

flexibility for urban planner by reducing the time and effort required to finish the task. It 

helps represent and understand the processes, which take place in the city. Models can be 

used to easily represent the planner’s vision for the city, assisting non-professional 

participants to understand complex planning issues. 

● Measurement systems: Divers measurements tool applied directly to the urban environment 

for example laser measurement system that capture 3D geometric data with high resolution. 

There are tools virtual planning support, control and validation.  

● Remote Sensing: allowing gathering of info without physical contact through aerial 

photographs and satellite images. Can detect the changes of land use, can monitor natural 

resources and monitor and control unwanted/uneven growth in the cities, meteorological 

data. 

 

Managing resources and minimizing energy loss is one of the main goals in creating a sustainable 

urban environment. Technology can be used to record and observe where the most energy losses 

occur and can help in elaboration of efficiency plan. 3D models allow planners to get the bigger 

picture and can be used to improve accessibility of pedestrians and cyclists, reduce pollution and 

make it more likable for the people using it.  

With the help of Global Positioning Systems (GPS), cites have become easy to navigate in. Steady 

telecom network and monitoring of building and public space can assure adequate assistance and 

reaction in emergencies. Good and comfortable living conditions improve the quality of life, reduce 

the stress level of the citizens, which can raise the productivity and help the growth of a city. Deep 

understanding of the integration of technology in the city is essential  for finding smart ways of 

managing a city [7].  

Introducing technology in urban design can lead to greater level of connectivity between residential 

and commercial locations. Sharing and collaborating is emerging as powerful concept and is gaining 

more attention through open data, open governments and in part through the increase in remote work. 

Working from home, reduce commute time and improve traffic conditions. It can help solve the 
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problem with the migration to the big cities by allowing people to work remotely from their homes 

and so diminishing the costs related to artificial growth of urban areas. Technologies and its 

applications can help connect urban planners and experts around the world, providing them with 

platforms for learning, sharing experience and boosting competitivity. Connecting different parts of 

the world with similar problems can help partitions understand better the challenged and find more 

well-suited solutions. 

 

2.2.2 GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) 

A geographical information system or GIS has acquired many definitions throughout the 40 years of 

existence from it easily conceptualization. One of the more accurate is given by ESRI (1990) [8] and 

it describes GIS as “an organized collection of computer hardware, software, geographical data and 

personnel designed to efficiently capture, store, update, manipulate, analyse and display all forms of 

geographical referenced information.” It represents the world as a map and describes it in terms of 

longitude and latitude and/or other projection systems consisting of hierarchical structure of 

graphical objects. GIS is used in large scale urban studies and projects for gathering, managing and 

analysing information to understand relationships, patterns and movements throughout the space and 

it contains four major components connected to spatial and non-spatial data [9]: 

1. A data input system; 

2. A data storage and retrieval subsystem; 

3. A data manipulation and analysis subsystem; 

4. A data reporting system. 

GIS software represents the world via raster and vectors linking geographic information that indicate 

where the objects are situated with descriptive quantitative and qualitative information of what those 

objects are. As a tool, GIS allows planners to complete complex spatial analysis using geoprocessing 

functions as map overlay, connectivity measurement, and buffering [10]. Map overlay is one of the 

most valuable resources, as planners have a long tradition of using map overlay in land administration 

analysis [11]. Some of the GIS benefits include [12]: 

● improved mapping – better access to maps, improved map currency, more effective thematic 

mapping, and reduced storage cost; 

● greater efficiency in retrieval of information; 

● faster and more extensive access to the types of geographical information important to 

planning and the ability to explore a wider range of “what if” scenarios; 

● improved analysis. 

 

Since 1980, urban planners adapted GIS for regional planning in the developed countries. Current 

GIS supports efficient data retrieval, query and mapping and can collaborate with spatial analysis 

programs and can also be used as open data platform for better collaboration and coexistence between 

the elements of urban planning to create inclusive communities diminishing manual labour of 

planners, giving bigger overview potentials and increasing time for thinking over the decision. It has 

huge potential to make planning more transparent by providing a platform for data management and 

sophisticated model simulation and enabling communication between large group of users [13]. 
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Figure 1.GIS and Urban Planning [14]. 

 

GIS and Urban Planning 

GIS can be used in various aspects of a city function. Almost every department in the city governance 

can benefit from it. GIS can be used to manage all the information related to maintaining an inventory 

of all parcels, roads and other land features and can perform analysis for special projects and other 

public interests.  

Municipality can benefit from providing public access to GIS, allowing information exchanges with 

the citizens. Public Safety is another sector where GIS can prove to be useful. It can help to create 

quick connection between responsible units and an address when emergency signal is given. GIS is 

also used to map location and types of incidents and is a key tool used in planning for future 

situations. It can also be used to compile the address file that is loaded into the computer-aided 

dispatches system that gives viral information to the responding emergency units. GIS is used for 

economic development, planning and zoning in analysing existing and long-range land use in future 

planning exercises. In addition, it is used to prepare maps for staff reports and other planning 

documents and to help with site selection ono potential new businesses looking to locate in the city. 

Public transportation on the other hand uses GIS to trac and map comprehensive road projects, traffic 

modelling, site plan/plat review, and graphic illustration for meeting and court cases. Maps and other 

special project are created upon request to assist in solving citizen inquiries, court cases and general 

presentations. It can help managing the finances by using GIS as a tool to view parcel information 

such as size, shape, topography, zoning, proximity to geo-spatial data and can track price vitiation. 

It can graphically dispel feedback and provides a historic archive of how a parcel has changed over 

time in relation to their geospatial features. GIS can be used to track the Storm Water Drainage 

Systems Inventory, Storm Water Management Program, Emergency Management Flood Hazard 

Areas, Wetlands, Land use, Soils and other Environmental issues etc. 

GIS limitations 

Although all the advantages and uses mention above GIS is still application with specific purpose 

and restricted fields of action. It targets the treatment of geo-related information and even thou in 

recent year has enchanted 3D representation capabilities it still cannot account for all the needed 

studies and analyses in the urban environment. It has been present on the market for many years the 

technology is constantly improving, and yet the price for both software and hardware remains high. 

The free open source software, but it does not have the advanced analytical capability as the payed 

ones. It also has complex interconnections between the hardware and the software components of a 
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GIS and it also requires fully trained human personnel to operate the system which is expensive to 

train and acquire. In case of malfunction of a hardware it will take long periods of time to bring back 

the system into operation. Other problem is that integration with traditional maps is difficult because 

a GIS has a complex map structure. Due to this it is difficult to gain any meaningful information 

from traditional maps which mean that GIS only works and reads information that has been 

composed using the software from the beginning. The data structure is complex, and the information 

collected and stored in GIS often requires restructuring that require special skill. Often 

interoperability with other programs is impossible due to the structure of the data output. Also, there 

can be problems with analysing the data because of the lack of consistency or simply because not all 

information captured can be analysed completely. In performing data analysis using a GIS, there is 

a lot of generalization due to the massive data being analysed. The user stands to lose a lot of 

information due to the generalization of data. GIS stores extremely large amounts of data at any given 

time. This may generate problems when it comes to analysis due to the complexity of the data and 

the risk of generalization. It also creates problems when it comes to interpretation. Due to the large 

data sized GIS require large storage spaces which also increases the cost of storage and the manpower 

required to manipulate the data. Gathering the data can also be expensive in the long run since not 

all the data collected will prove to be useful but it will require sorting, storage and treatment. The 

process of collecting, storing and analysing of information using a GIS system is long and tedious 

and therefore time consuming. It may take a long time to get complete information regarding a set 

of data due to the vastness of the data available [15]. 

For more sustainable city environment and efficiency in energy and recourse use GIS must “learn” 

to cooperate with other programs. Interoperability and data exchange throughout various platforms 

have been challenging in recent year and it yet to be resolved. For optimizing cities performance 

planner must look not only in the big picture but also pay attention how the separate elements, 

building and structure that consume the energy preform. GIS is incapable of such analysis and 

therefore the concept of BIM will be introduced next. 

 

2.2.3 BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) 

The early beginning of BIM conceptualization can be traced back since the early days of computing 

in 1960s. In 1974 Professor Charles M. Eastman, relisted the first papers outlining the base line for 

the concept and marking new beginning in the solid modelling programming[16]. Many viewed the 

development of ArchiCAD software program in 1982 in Hungary as the begging of BIM even thou 

the term Building Information Modelling was introduces later in 1992 by G.A. van Nederveen and 

F. Tolman [17]. The development of the Revit software program in 2000 has made big impact on 

the market and marks the real shift of the AEC industry to effective BIM implementation [18]. 
Building Information Modelling can be described as a methodology of information shearing and 

communication between all the stakeholders involved during all the phases of life cycle of a 

construction that is supported by a digital 3D model accessible with appropriate software, which 

permits the manipulation of the virtual construction.   

 

In comparison to CAD that consists mainly of vectors, associated line-typed and layer identifications, 

BIM tools are objected oriented and can support multiple views of the data models including 2D and 

3D. This includes information about the element, material, price, resistance, and any assets that can 

be uses in different analysis in bettering the construction quality. It allows easy communication 

between the architects, engineers, contractors and owners and allows precise coordination between 

the different stages from project throughout construction till facility management and can help to 

avoid many unnecessary error and costs associated. 

BIM is defined “as a modelling technology and associated set of processes to produce, communicate, 

and analyses building models” and building models are characterized by [19]: 
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● Building components that are represented with intelligent digital representations (objects) 

that ‘know’ what they are and can be associated with computable graphic and data attributes 

and parametric rules.  

● Components that include data that describe how they behave, as needed for analyses and 

work processes, e.g., take off, specification, and energy analysis.  

● Consistent and non-redundant data such that changes to component data are represented in 

all views of the component.  

● Coordinated data such that all views of a model are represented in a coordinated way.  

 

To describe the concept of BIM models, they have been classified according to two different 

approaches software vendors who deal with the building industry take [20]. 

● Transitional Approach where the building model is divided in to groups of objects, each 

representing a portion of the complete BIM. Then these groups are aggregated to form the 

complete view of a building, reports and schedules. 

● Central Project Database Approach where a central database is used to store a building 

model and manages using a software or integrates system. The benefit of this approach is 

that the building of model parts can be organized and managed in one central database and 

any modification or design revision made in the model immediately appears in the model 

and coordination issues can be detected. 

 

Additional to this classification the general characteristics of BIM can be specified as follows [21]: 

1. Object-oriented: most of BIMs are defined in an object-oriented nature to facilitate the 

navigation and tracing processes through the model parts. 

2. Data-rich/Comprehensive: BIMs are data rich and comprehensive as they cover all physical 

and functional characteristics of the building. 
3. Three-dimensional: In contrast to CAD, BIMs always represent geometries of buildings and 

their spatial objects in three dimensions. 

4. Spatially-related: Spatial relationships between building elements are maintained in the 

BIMs in a hierarchical manner. 

5. Rich in semantics: BIMs store a high amount of semantic (functional) information about the 

building elements.  

6.  Supports view generation: The model views are subsets or snapshots of the model that can 

be generated from the base information model. BIMs therefore support view generation.  

 

BIM Dimensions 

As mention above, BIM is not only a 3D model used for visualization; it contains diverse information 

layers used in categories known as “BIM Dimensions”. As show in Figure 2, 3D BIM refers to the 

shape and it is basis for all other dimensions; 4D introduces the element of time; 5D is related to the 

costs. 6D and 7D BIM, respectively, referring to Sustainability and Facility Management are 

relatively new concepts and are still under discussion.  
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Figure 2. BIM Dimensions [22]. 

This are the main dimensions of a BIM methodology, they can be translated and transfer to serve the 

urban planning and even 8D can be introduces as a basis for using BIM tools for studying the comfort 

in the buildings and the open spaces, as it depends on the properties of the materials and variables 

that  follow the physical lows and it can be represented by semantic data. 

 

Parametric Objects 

One of the basic elements in BIM is the used of parametric object with consist of geometric definition 

and associated data and rules. Parametric rules for objects automatically adapt to related geometries 

when inserted into a building model or when changes are made to associated objects. For example, 

a door will fit automatically into a wall, a light switch will automatically locate next to the proper 

side of the door, a wall will automatically resize itself to automatically butt to a ceiling or roof, etc. 

Parametric objects can be defined at diverse levels of aggregation, so we can describe a wall as well 

as its associated components. Objects can be defined and managed at any number of hierarchy levels. 

For example, if the weight of a wall subcomponent changes, the weight of the wall should also 

change. Objects rules can find when a specific change disrupts object integrity regarding size, 

manufacturability, etc. [19]. 

 

Level of Development - LOD 

Level of Development (LOD) is BIM concept that refers to the amount of information a 3D model 

must contain to satisfy the requirement and reliability for different stages of the project development. 

It contains geometrical data linked with structural information and corresponding documentation. 

LOD also assures the quality of the information passed for the next stage of development. It is not to 

be confused with Level of Detail which is requisite for rendering a model. 

There are five different levels LOD100, LOD200, LOD300, LOD400, LOD500 divided by 

difference in information requirement with one intermediate level LOD350 that comes from the 

specification in BIMForum and it is not universal. To meet the expectation of LOD100 minimum 

amount of information is needs while LOD 500 is considered digital model equal to the final product 

of construction. Basic LOD definitions are given by the American Institute of Architects (AIA) for 

the AIA G202-2013 Building Information Modelling Protocol Form [23] and is organized by CSI 

Uniformat 2010. 
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● LOD 100:” The Model Element may be graphically represented in the Model with a symbol 

or other generic representation but does not satisfy the requirements for LOD 200. 

Information related to the Model Element (i.e. cost per square foot, tonnage of HVAC, etc.) 

can be derived from other Model Elements.”; 

● LOD 200:” The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a generic 

system, object, or assembly with approximate quantities, size, shape, location, and 

orientation. Non-graphic information may also be attached to the Model Element.”; 

● LOD300:” The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a specific 

system, object or assembly in terms of quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation. Non-

graphic information may also be attached to the Model Element.”; 

● LOD 350:” The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a specific 

system, object, or assembly in terms of quantity, size, shape, location, orientation, and 

interfaces with other building systems. Non-graphic information may also be attached to the 

Model Element.”; 

● LOD 400:” The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a specific 

system, object or assembly in terms of size, shape, location, quantity, and orientation with 

detailing, fabrication, assembly, and installation information. Non-graphic information may 

also be attached to the Model Element.”; 

● LOD 500:” The Model Element is a field verified representation in terms of size, shape, 

location, quantity, and orientation. Non-graphic information may also be attached to the 

Model Elements.”; 

 

The Level of Development (LOD) Specification is a guideline for BIM practitioners for assuring 

quality and high level of precision of Building Information Models (BIMs) at various stages in the 

design and construction process [22]. 

 

 
Figure 3.LOD levels and project stages. Source:[22]  

 

In the context of this work, BIM methodology will be applied in the initial phase of urban planning 

so the requirement for the LOD must be low. Proposed software/methodology for this work the goal 

is set to LOD300, which indicates location, shape, orientation, information about different layers of 

each element and the material’s thermal and physical properties. 

 

Industry Foundation Classes - IFC 

One of the most established and recognized semantic models that implements BIM concepts is the 

Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). It follows ISO 16739:2013 and it represents an open international 

standard for BIM data that is exchanged and shared among software applications used by the various 
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participants in a building construction or facility management project [24]. It is an object-oriented 

file format with a data model developed by buildingSMART to simplify interoperability in the 

building industry and is a commonly used format for BIM. It is a standard used to unify all 

applications used in BIM, providing a common language and allowing information sharing between 

all the participants. Today, there are several CAD/AEC applications (such as ArchiCAD, AutoCAD 

and Bentley MicroStation) as well as many analysis applications (such as Solibri, SAP 2000, etc.) 

that can import and export their internal models according to the IFC standard [25]. 

 

Revit 

Autodesk Revit is a BIM authoring tool for architects, structural engineers, MEP engineers, designers 

and contractors that allows users to design a building and structure and its components that accurately 

represents the real world through 3D graphic with all the related semantic information. It can store 

time related 4D information and to plan and track various stages in the building’s lifecycle. Offers 

tool to improve the efficiency of the workflow of all the project participants by allowing them to 

visualize their work, run test, correct and avoid errors. 

Revit is composed of parametric categorized components or the so-called 'families' which divide into 

three groups: 

● System Families, such as walls, floors, roofs and ceilings which are built inside a project 

● Loadable Families / Components, which are built with primitives (extrusions, sweeps, etc.) 

separately from the project and loaded into a project for use 

● In-Place Families, which are built in-situ within a project with the same toolset as loadable 

components 

Revit can produce schedules and extract quantities like area, price and number of needed unites in 

small fragment of time. It has a great interoperability with all BIM applications and it uses IFC 

standards as basis for collaboration and sharing. Is has variety of Add-Ins and tools available.  

Although Revit and the BIM methodology were specifically developed to aid the AEC industry, 

some of the methodology can be applied in urban planning thru adaptation and scaling. Small districts 

can be correctly represented and studies in all of the 7 BIM dimensions plus hydrothermal studies of 

the environment can be elaborated and conducted with the help of Dynamo. 

 

Dynamo 

Dynamo is a visual programming tool that has the objective to be accessible and understandable for 

both non-programmers and programmers alike. It gives users the ability to visually script 

performance, define custom pieces of logic, and connect elements together to define the relationships 

and the sequences of actions that compose custom algorithms. It can be used for processing data to 

generate geometry to making vector-based analyses [26]. 

In this work the focus will be on the developed Dynamo software tool for seeking measurements of 

the urban comfort in BIM environment. The tool is easy to be used even by non-programmers and 

give a liberty of constructing and preforming space analysis tool that can be applied not only to inside 

of the building but also to open spaces. 

“Dynamo is, quite literally, what you make it.” [26]. This citation describes Dynamo perfectly 

because it gives user the ability to freely change and adapt the modelling process to meet their needs 

 

BIM for Urban Planning  

BIM is used mainly in the AEC industry. It allows going from a virtual building or component, to 

the coordination between the specialties, before the actual construction is done, until the construction 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building_information_modeling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanical,_electrical,_and_plumbing
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itself. As so, BIM for Planning can be a powerful tool for urban design as it has the capacity to link 

data with physical form and connects planning regulations with the city and vice versa. BIM 

Visualizations is an effective communication tool and can aid public and private sectors [27]. 

BIM methodology is not practical for urban modelling because it misses essential tools for creating 

a large-scale urban area. However, it can be adapted to study small urban areas with Dynamo. 

BIM process involves usage of different application that exchange information via IFC format and 

allow this way of having the possibility of extracting both schedules and quantities, extracting detail 

drawing of a building component, but also run analysis and compatibility checks. 3D models can 

contain a lot of data and can get quite heavy. This is one of the main concerns when BIM tools are 

applied in creating a city or neighbourhood models with high detail and information input. 

 

2.2.4 CITY INFORMATION MODELLING (CIM) 

CIM is an analogy to BIM for urban planning, it combines the capabilities of GIS with the detailed 

data form BIM allowing easy information management and variety of analyses in 3D geometrical 

space [28]. The term city information modelling evolves around the creation of an urban 3D model 

enhanced with semantic elements. At present, there is no single name for this type of modelling, and 

different terms and expressions has been encounter during the literature review, such as urban 

informational model, digital city, intelligent city, city information model, GIS city, smart 3D city, 

procedural city, etc. [29].  Digital methods and parametric procedural modelling have been used to 

develop software packages which can be utilized to design new urban structures and run various 

simulations. The technology available today is far more advanced than the methods currently used 

by professionals. Major software producers that usually produce architectural design software have 

launched an initiative over the last couple of years to create new platforms that would allow 

information to be taken from BIM and connected with other types of data.   

Complex city environment with static structure and dynamic object, movement patterns 

transportation organization, logistics must be considered. Currently there is more information 

pollution so sorting of useful data is needed. The typical use of a 3D city model is broadly for 

visualization and design, while the functional and analytic capacity of the modes can be limited due 

to the software interoperability.  The difficulty in the integration of IFC and CityGML models comes 

from translating the information from one to the other. 

 

CIM structure 

CIM if relatively new concept that derived from BIM with similar objective as to have the possibility 

to virtually construct the city to locate possible critical points and to eliminate them before the actual 

investment.  A city structure can be divided into sub-modules each representing essential part of the 

city. The lack of unifies model for CIM can be compensated by using BIM-tech to build these parts 

into information models, and then use GIS-tech to locate every part of city [30]. Figure 4 illustrates 

the analogy between the needed component for construction of BIM model and CIM model. 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 4. a) Sub-models of BIM [31]. b) Sub-modules of CIM, Adapted after [30]. 

Much like the BIM, CIM can also be divided into different modules. Each of them will represent 

different aspect of the city and together they will contribute to the overall representation of the urban 

scenario: 

● Building Module: Buildings and adding structures are the main elements in a city. Each of 

them possesses unique characteristics like architecture, structure and function. Due to this 

diversity it is difficult to collect all the information needed for construction of this module. 

Some of the recent construction have their design in CAD or Revit that can be imported 

directly into the building module, while some older building dose not even have paper plans. 
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Technology like laser scanning can be used to fill in the blanks about exterior, materials, 

structure etc. [32]. Information in this module can be used for example comparing older to 

newer buildings by energy consumption, compering the property value and studding how 

modification to the city texture can reflect on the urban environment. 

● Transportation Module: It contains information about the road infrastructure about name of 

the street, length, width, parking slots, traffic expectation and all the related restrictions like 

speed limit, street direction etc. It can contain information about the layer structure of the 

street, expected maintained schedules and cost. Also, it can be used for real time monitoring, 

traffic management and detours routs for the system, avoiding traffic congestions and for 

quick response to emergencies. 

● City furniture module: Contains information about public utilities and commodes. Much like 

facility management in the building city require continues uphold. Plus, public spaces can 

be stable source of collecting information with real time monitoring or other type of data 

gathering technologies that can be uses as reference point of how the space is preforming. 

● MEP module: Analogy to BIM MEP but city scale, HVAC system, underground piping 

system, electrical and lightning system and circuit system. Revit MEP provide segmented 

information that can be completed by using GID data. It is not to be confused with the 

building MEP system as it is on a large scale and show the position of the network in the city 

infrastructure and it can help with maintains and performance optimization. 

● Water body module: Include all rivers, pounds, lakes seas, infiltration systems. Water is 

becoming more of a scares recourse as it is important not only for human and industrial 

consumption but also for the ecosystem. This module can prevent water pollution and related 

disaster, minimized the losses in the system also can help with water management and 

treatment of city wastewater. 

 

Those are the are the 5 “physical” modules needed for the construction of 3D city model, but the 

information contain in each of them can be used for analyses, queries and monitoring of the whole 

city.  

 

CIM Methodology 

Collect/input information, store and analyses it and show the results. This is a typical workflow of 

almost every program available on the market. CIM methodology is not so much different. First data 

must be collected about the present reality. Various specialties can participate in this process, so it is 

important to have solid collaboration platform that can serve for information exchange. A 3D model 

must be elaborated with associated building and infrastructure information divided in individual 

categories and ordered by given hierarchy. Preferably, each specialty will have their own 3D mode 

much like in BIM. For example, the underground network will have separate model then the building. 

3D street can be generated automatically by using grammar-based modelling software from polyline 

GIS data. And the waterbodies and city furniture must have model on their own. All of the layer must 

be oriented in the same coordinate system and get on a top of each other perfectly. With this each 

specialist can work independently and during the workflow clashes and incompatibility can be 

detected in early stage of the model development. This model must not only respect representation 

requirements but also it must possess the semantic information needed for preforming spatial 

analyses and queries. Automatization can be made to for a given set of rules to produce for example 

the 3 best solutions that planner can compare. New proposal can be given based on the analyses 

results and implementation process can be managed. Results of the new urban changes can be 

recorded as new data and the process repeats. 
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Figure 5. Methodology of CIM [33]. 

 

As the GIS and BIM model are quite different, both have special assets that make the essential in 

their fields. For creating CIM, both must be integrated. Integration of GIS and BIM has been subject 

of various studies for the last decade. Those studies focus on finding the cross-section of similar 

semantic information between the IFC standard and CityGML standard. It is a complicated process 

and may vary from case to case.  

 

 

Figure 6. GIS and BIM integration for creating CIM [30] 

 

Elaborating unified CIM standard that can be used by both GIS and BIM is much needed and it will 

help giving the bases for a solid workflow that all the cities around the world can adapt to their own 

realities. 

CIM initiatives around the world 

CIM is very ambitious and expensive initiative, although the theory is lacking there has been several 

attempts for creating application that can be integrated and few of them have succeeded.  

Here are the most famous ones: 
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● ESRI CityEngine 

CityEngine is a 3D modelling software developed by Esri R&D Centre Zurich and it is used 

for generation of 3D detailed and large-scaled urban environment by using procedural 

modelling approach. The main features of this program are it capacity to automatically 

generate buildings and streets by using predefined ascetics and architectural rules. It uses a 

grammar to reduce building complexity, which allows this method to turn into a new 

computer-aided architectural design method for elements ranging from individual buildings 

to entire cities [34]. Traditional 3D modelling uses Computer-Aided Design (CAD) bases 

tools, while CityEngine uses rule-based system comparable with GIS [35]. It is integrated 

with ArcGIS and fully supports the Esri file geodatabase (including textured multi patches) 

and the shapefile format and allows users to import/export any geospatial vector data. It can 

compare planning proposals, analyses design and generate fully customized rule-based 

reports in order to automatically calculate quantities such as density or floor area. CityEngine 

scenes can be published directly on the web for sharing 3D models, analysis results, or design 

proposals with decision makers or the public [36].  

 

 

Figure 7.CityEngine Data Flow [37]. 

Automation of the modelling process is the final objective, but it also depends on the 

preparation of the rule set can which can get expensive and time consuming at the beginning. 

The model generation itself is done in a small fraction of the time compared to classic manual 

modelling but unique objects (such as landmark buildings) are best modelled by hand and 

usually do not need the procedural approach since often none of the modelling tasks on that 

object can be automated [38].  
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A series of different projects have been carried out using this software. These are some of 

the projects [37]: 

1. Redlands Redevelopment. This example focuses on the site of an abandoned mall 

and proposes a scenario to redevelop the centre of Redlands. Using CyberCity3D 

buildings and existing GIS data, the current conditions of the downtown were 

quickly recreated inside CityEngine and several redevelopment scenarios were 

created by altering the building dimensions and zoned functions. The final design 

was chosen after comparing efficiency metrics to overall building cost and finally to 

the total floor area of entire site. 
2. Vitoria-Gasteiz Reconstruction. It is a project that recreates Medieval Vitoria by 

using archaeological footprints of the town. Rules created with CityEngine describe 

the typical XV century Spanish elements such as walls, towers, houses, paths and 

orchards and serves as a hypothesis of how the ancient town of Vitoria-Gasteiz may 

have looked. 

3. Munich Reconstruction. A project between GTA Geoinformatik GmbH and 

Procedural uses GTA's GIS data for creating volumes in relating them with their 

highly detailed facade data to create a rich real-world 3D reconstruction of the centre 

of Munich, Germany. 

4. 3D Rotterdam in the Cloud. This is a collaboration between ESRI, Procedural Inc, 

and mental images® with the goal to explore new techniques for smart 3D city 

solutions based on GIS data and grammar-based modelling technology. 

5. YouCity Real Estate. Uses CityEngine to identify the volumetric of underused real 

estate in comparison to the actual state and the maximum possible exploitation 

predefined by current building regulations. As a result, maximum densification 

options as well as the current physical condition of the built environment were 

visualized and enhances the monitoring process of real estate investment potential 

for great institutional investors.  

6. Swiss Village for Masdar City. CityEngine is used to procedurally create 3D models 

and master plan reports for the corresponding 210,000m2 of build area. The goal is 

to crate sustainable city with that is only dependent on renewable energy. 

7. Marseille Urban Planning. This project shows an urban planning project of the big 

French construction company Eiffage, where a compelling master plan and 3D 

visualization has been created. 

CityEngine is relatively new way of modelling and has huge potential for development, but 

there is still more to be wonted in some respects like integration and interoperability with 

other types of analytical software. It’s useful for visualization and demonstration and some 

spatial analysis but it lacks in preforming vectored based spatial analyses and calculation like 

Dynamo or Grasshopper.  

 

 

 

● Bentley 

Bentley’s 3D City GIS integrate a series of products from various specialties to create smart 

3D city model, manages the related components and follow its development throughout the 

lifecycle. It is closer to the concept to CIM than any other existing brands by following the 

CIM methodology and 

Here are some of the key products for 3D City GIS for the different platforms [39]: 

● CAD (MicroStation, GenerativeComponents, ProjectWise Navigator). The 

MicroStation family of products provides traditional CAD capabilities and the 

https://www.bentley.com/en/solutions/cad-software
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power and versatility to precisely view, model, document, and visualize information-

rich 2D and 3D designs of all types and scales, working for professionals in every 

discipline on infrastructure projects of every type. 

● 3D GIS (Bentley Map, Bentley Descartes). Create, maintain, analyse, and share 

your geospatial, engineering, and business information in a powerful, yet familiar 

MicroStation environment. Work confidently with engineering-quality GIS to 

produce quality maps and unify disparate 2D/3D data. 

● Web (Geo Web Publisher) is a comprehensive application for the conception and 

management of web-based geospatial data and it can be used to create an easy-to-

use web interface to disparate data sources for a wide range of Web GIS applications 

such as municipal information systems, image or drawing archives, map-based 

navigational sites, project sites, and public information portals [40]. 

● Collaboration (ProjectWise family) is a collaboration software that helps project 

teams to manage, share and distribute engineering project content and review in a 

single platform. While ProjectWise can manage any type of CAD, BIM, geospatial 

and project data, it integrates with Bentley applications, and other products including 

Autodesk software and Microsoft Office. 

● Architecture (Bentley Architecture, Bentley Hevacomp). Bentley Architecture is an 

advanced, yet intuitive and easy-to-use architectural building information 

modelling (BIM) application that allows architects and designers to create with 

unlimited freedom, to explore more design options, to make better informed design 

decisions, and to predict costs and performance. 

● Utility (Water, Wastewater, Stormwater products) water management products 

that can help to understand and effectively design these types of systems, from small 

land development projects to large-scale municipal studies. 

● Civil (InRoads family, PowerCivil). Comprehensive tool for 3D modelling, design, 

and analysis applications for transportation, land development, water, and civil 

projects. It can be used to design, build, operate, maintain, and rehabilitate projects. 

Bentley’s CIM solutions have already been widely used in large-scale city modelling projects 

in Montreal, Helsinki, and in London’s Crossrail project. A more recent example is their use 

to produce 3D map data and the city model for the city of Singapore [33]. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BIM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geospatial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autodesk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Office
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Markets/Building/BIM/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Markets/Building/BIM/
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Figure 8. 3D model of Singapore created using Bentley’s CIM products [41]. 

 

● Autodesk 

Digital City is an Autodesk initiative to create a single tool that would allow a cooperative 

environment for the visualization, analysis and simulation of future interventions in a city 

and the development of cities in the future. Digital City combines several applications and 

platforms [34]: 

● 3D/4D City Modelling using Autodesk products, 3ds Max, AutoCAD, Revit, 

AutoCAD, Civil 3D, Navisworks and AutoCAD Map 3D.  

●  3D modelling using LIDAR, Terrestrial Laser Scanning and other automated data 

capture methods.  

● 3D/4D visualization and the ability to accurately model and evaluate existing and 

proposed developments in their proper geospatial setting. 

● Digital City business practices and opportunities, including urban development, 

transportation, infrastructure, real-estate, tourism and historic preservation projects. 

● Industry standards and consortia, including the Open Geospatial consortium (OGC), 

City GML, IFCs, BuildingSMART Alliance, and the US Green Building Council 

(USGBC).  

The initiative was launched in 2008 and several pilot cities were selected for case studies but 

unfortunately, the Digital City project has remained theoretical to this day. Namely, 

Autodesk, like Bentley, has an wide range of  different applications, whose integration and 

mutual exchange of formats and information has huge potentials for producing intelligent 

structures and data gridding [34]. 

Even thou Autodesk still has various platforms that can be integrated and used to create 

accurate city model. CIM is not limited concept but rather it integrates all sort of spatial 

studies and analyses using 3D model with related semantic data. Revit on its own can 

perform small scale urban analyses by using Dynamo, but models can get quite have in size 

and information so there are certain limitations.  
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Main Problems and Challenges 

Interoperability is essential key element to for creating sustainable 3D city environment and creating 

and unified stander is essential. The idea of CIM is not to create a single software or tool that contains 

all the city aspect, but to include and integrate in its workflow GIS and BIM alike. 

CIM is a project that must be developed mainly by city government initiative because it gives to 

much information about the structure and function of an urban area. There is a high sensibility 

regarding the treatment of private data and protection of this information is essential which can 

become quite expensive. It requires also multidisciplinary qualified personal. It is not a rapid process 

that happens overnight it is a prolonged process. 3D “intelligent” city model can be compared to a 

complex multidimensional puzzle, but if participants in the planning process put each year a piece 

of the puzzle together with the same goal in mind, after few generations it will be complete. 

Not considering how construction will affect the environment around can have great negative 

consequence for the urban space. The infrastructure has certain limits and although the planning is 

done by looking into the forecast for the future there is no reliable way of determining how changes 

of today will affect tomorrow. Urban areas tend to grow, materials and colours become more and 

more diverse, city climate is changing with every new structure. When planning and building there 

is little to no consideration of how this will influence the environment. With 3D model planner can 

view the shadow analyses and how much sunlight the building received, but most of the information 

is used to look from the outside to the inside of a building considering the indoor comfort. 

Considering that closed environment is relatively easy to control by cooling and heating system the 

outside doesn’t have the same advantage. Each change can be crucial and raise or lower the 

temperature making it uncomfortable for pedestrians. 

CIM is a continues process that much like the city itself is constantly evolving and renewing. It does 

not have to be big and complex model of huge urban area it can be simple as studding a single district 

or public space. All digital information and all technologies working in favour of the urban 

development can be consider CIM assets. Regulated gathering of BIM models can be the be the 

begging of the process of making virtual cities reality and this work will go step further into using 

this information for controlling complex phenomenon like heat islands by using BIM environment 

for preforming thermal comfort analysis.  

Beginning somewhere is vital and with today’s technology it can be possible and not so expensive 

to start conceiving a new way of thinking about how information can be used to make each step taken 

in urban planning better than the previous. 
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3  

URBAN COMFORT 

 

 

3.1 Climate Change and the City 

In the rapid changes of today’s growing urban areas one of the main challenges, that remains its 

adaptation and response to climate alterations. The aggregation of growing population, disappearing 

natural green spaces and air pollution can alter the city’s climate and have deep impact on the urban 

comfort. The quality of housing and infrastructure in the city can directly influence the scale of the 

risk from extreme weather conditions. Urban planning and land use management can positively 

ensure risk reduction within urban expansion and benefit key emergency services [42]. 

Climate change is dominated by human influences which is the main source of global warming [43]. 

The most significant anthropogenic influences on climate are the emission of greenhouse gases 

associated with energy use and changes in land use, such as urbanization and agriculture because 

both tend to increase the daily mean surface temperature [44]. Climate change deriving from 

expanded fossil fuel use and deforestation has received substantial attention in recent decades [45]. 

A temperature increase can cause discomfort, economic loss, migration and increased mortality rates 

on a global level [46]. According to the UN-Habitat, 2011, Chapter 4 [47], urban areas may encounter 

two categories of risks due to climate changes: direct and indirect. 

Direct consequences of climate changes are those that can damage the city form. They can vary from 

rising sea levels, flooding, landslide, heavy precipitations to extreme heat events and droughts. The 

indirect impacts are those that can damage not only the physical part of the city but also the functional 

in long term. Some of them are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Projected impacts upon urban areas of changes in extreme weather and climate events [46]. 

 

 

Indirect impacts can be divided in tree major groups depending on how they influence the urban 

environment [47]. 

Impact on Physical Infrastructure: 

● Substantial damage to residential and commercial structures due to the increased occurrence 

of climate-change related hazards and disasters like flooding due to increased precipitation. 

● Disruption in transportation systems through weather condition that has immediate 

consequences for travel and damage causing lasting service interruptions. Sea-level rise can 

inundate highways and cause erosion of road bases and bridge support while heavy 

precipitation can cause flooding and landslide. The increasingly higher temperature during 

long periods of drought and high daily temperature can compromise the integrity of 

roadways and necessitate more frequent repairs. 

● Energy demand increases due to rising temperature and the need for cooling interior spaces. 

In turn, greater use of air conditioning can worsen the urban heat-island effect and further 

increase the cooling demand in urban areas. Also, extreme drought conditions can halt the 

work of water-based power generators. 

● Water supplies can be reduced or increased through a change in precipitation patterns, 

reduction in river flows and falling groundwater tubes and with the growing population and 

the growing demand for supply water resource limitation can become more severe. 

Furthermore, excess heat from buildings and roads due to the urban heat-island effect can be 

transferred to stormwater, thereby increasing the temperature of water that is released into 

streams and rivers. 

 

Economic impacts: 
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● Climate change can affect a wide range of economic activities, including trade, 

manufacturing, transport, energy supply and demand, mining, construction and related 

production activities, communications and real estate; 

● The direct effects of climate change and extreme climate events on industry include damage 

to buildings, infrastructure and other assets; 

● The tourism industry is highly dependent upon reliable transportation infrastructure, 

including airports, ports and roadways. Climate change has the potential to not only shift 

regional temperature distributions but also increase the incidence of severe weather events, 

which would increase transportation delays and cancellations; 

● Climate change could result in increasing demand for insurance while reducing insurability. 

Insurance industry catastrophe models forecast that annual insured claims and losses are 

likely to significantly increase over the next century because of the increasing intensity and 

frequency of extreme storms; 

Public health and social impacts: 

● Climate change can lead to extended periods of heat (i.e. heat waves) and drought. More heat 

waves have the potential to increase the incidence of heat stress and heat-related mortality. 

● Physical climate changes, including temperature, precipitation, humidity and sea-level rise, 

can alter the range, life cycle and rate of transmission of certain infectious diseases. 

● Climate change is considered a distributional phenomenon because it differentially impacts 

upon individuals and groups based on wealth and access to resources. 

● Can threaten the children and the elderly due to the limited adaptation capacity to extreme 

weather conditions. 

 

In this context, it is of high importance to identify the cities that are most vulnerable to those climatic 

changes and the correct mitigation practices that may be needed. Cites are also places where 

resources are being concentrated and are centres for new ideas and technological innovation, 

therefore they may have the ability to responded to climate changes while providing tools and 

examples for other. Urban governance and planning can improve resilience to climate change 

impacts through a targeted financing of adaptation, broad institutional strengthening and minimizing 

the drivers of vulnerability[48].  

This work will focus on how the negative effect of climate changes can be mitigated with the aid of 

3D urban simulation and analysis for urban planning. 

 

3.2 Urban Microclimate 

Urban microclimate can be defined as the effect from local climate conditions encountering build 

environment and the resulting alteration in temperature, airflow and humidity in relation to 

surrounding areas. It has a vital part in building energy consumption and thermal comfort in outdoor 

spaces. Microclimate can be influenced by human activity via several factors such as urban 

morphology and density, properties of urban space and vegetation cover. It has been proven  that the 

geometry and orientation of street canyon can affect the outdoor and indoor environment, solar access 

inside and outside the building, urban airflow and the potential of cooling the whole urban system 

[49], therefore, the street design influence the thermal comfort at pedestrian level as well as the global 

energy consumption of urban buildings [50]. 

 

City climate suffers unwanted thermal conditions due to changes in urban surfaces that alter the 

radiative exchange, humidity and thermodynamic proprieties of the environment. That causes a 

specific urban microclimate that can vary from city to city and is defined by higher temperature in 

urban areas compared to surrounding rural areas, which can lead to disturbing effects [51]. It is 

important because it has a direct relationship with energy consumption and thermal comfort. Urban 
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planning especially open spaces like squares or street canyons has a huge impact on local 

microclimate that can affect comfort and space quality inside a city [52]. It gives the opportunity of 

urban planners and design specialist to improve the quality of life and reduce the energy demand 

inside the city perimeters by manipulating the elements that have influence over the microclimate 

and to avoid damaging consequence from irresponsible planning like Urban Heat Island that will be 

explained in the next paragraph. 

 
3.2.1 URBAN HEAT ISLAND 

Urban Heat Island (UHI) is a consequence in temperature rise in an urban environment due to human 

activity and change in the land surface. The name comes from the resembles of the heat pattern to 

that of an island, where peaks represent the concentrated heat in the central zone of the city and cliffs 

are the temperature difference between the urban and rural area. Building materials have lower 

specific heat the natural materials like grass or earth and heat up more during the day, warming the 

air around. Concrete surfaces emit heat during the night which does not allow the cooler air to go 

down and substitute the hot air via convection. The trapped heat raises the night air temperature 

which can cause discomfort and an increase in cooling energy. Buildings also can act as blockades 

to winds which would distribute heat and cool the city. The urban geometry is treated as one of the 

most influential factors in the formation of heat island. It is more pronounced when the streets are 

narrow, and buildings are higher [53]. Building materials also have a strong influence on UHI, darker 

materials tend to store more heat, while reflective materials can heat up near structures by reflecting 

solar radiation. Other factors that influence the UHI are the time of the day and the station of the 

year; the geographical location that dictated the climate zona, topography and rural surroundings; the 

size of the city that is liked to function and form and the synoptic weather like the formation of clouds 

and wind [54]. 

Those factors can also be divided into two categories: controllable and uncontrollable, as shown in 

Figure 9. First can be influenced by UHI mitigation measurement in order to compensate the latter. 

 

 

Figure 9. Generation of Urban Heat Island [55]. 

3.2.2 UHI SCALES 

There are two scales when it is referred to UHI: mesoscale and microscale. This distinction, originally 

applied to UHIs by Oke (1976)[56], has been a guiding principle in urban climate research of all 

around the world. 
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Figure 10. Schematic section of the urban atmosphere, showing the development of the urban boundary-layer 
(UBL) relative to the urban canopy-layer (UCL), which reaches the average building height (top), and the 
distinction between the homogeneous surface layer above the city and the heterogeneous urban canopy 
(bottom). The mixed layer and the roughness sub-layer are transition zones above and below the surface 

layer, respectively [57]. 

 

Figure 10 represents the two main types of urban heat island that can be distinctly distinguished: 

Urban Boundary Layer (UBL), Urban Canopy Layer (UCL) 

Boundary Layer Heat Island is referred on the mesoscale. It is situated directly above the city and it 

represents the global heat output and temperature pollution. It also includes the additional heat from 

rooftops and urban canyons. It is influenced by chimneys and vents that send the heat above the city 

level. The rough urban surface slows the wind in the lower part of the boundary layer and the 

downwind region this layer may be separate from the surface as a new rural boundary layer develops 

underneath forming the so-called urban plume. 

Canopy Layer Heat Island is contained between roofs of the buildings and the ground level and by 

nature is defined by the urban geometry and materials, and the influence of the comfort temperature 

it the main objective of this study. The urban environment has many conditions that can aggravate 

the rise of the temperature that must be taken into consideration. The main one is the result of the 

stored heat by thermal properties of urban material and increased surface area. Other includes: 

● obstructed a sky view result in more trapped radiation 

● warmer air temperature as a result from wind slowed 

● increased wind turbulence increased 

● impermeable surfaces reduced surface moisture and evaporation that are essential for 

lowering air temperature 

● additional anthropogenic heat, humidity and pollution 

● insulated surface lead to high daytime surface temperatures 

 

3.2.3 URBAN HEAT ISLAND MEASUREMENT 

Measuring the intensity of the UHI is important indicator of evaluation of the severity of the 

urbanization of an area [55]. The city has two main sources of heat: outside/resaved and 

inside/produced heat. The outside or receives heat is in form of solar radiation. The city consumes 

raw materials and produces secondary material and waste because of the filtration process. During 

this energy is consumed and produced. Whenever this energy is transfer to one form to another heat 

always involved in the transformation process. This process can be defined as inside heat production. 

The Surface Energy Balance or City Energy Balance can help understand how the heat moves within 

the city’s parameters. Space technology, numerical modelling and small-scale physical models can 

complement the study of this phenomenon. 
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City Energy Balance 

The city energy balance as the name implies is the energy outputs versus input that goes into the 

urban area. The energy balance of a city is one of the biggest concerns when it comes to sustainability 

and optimization of resources.  

Full representation of an urban energy balance is given by Oke (1988) [58] and is shown in Equation 

1 and is measured in W/m2. 

 
Equation 1. Urban energy balance. 

 𝑄 ∗ + 𝑄𝐹  =  𝑄𝐻  + 𝑄𝐸  + ∆𝑄𝑆  + ∆𝑄𝐴 (1

) 

 

The equation balances the all-wave net radiation flux (Q*) and anthropogenic heat flux (QF) with the 

sensible and latent turbulent heat flux (QH and QE), net heat storage (∆QS) and net heat 

advection flux (∆QA). Q*, QH and QE can be measured directly using 

radiometers and eddy covariance techniques and is considers 

representative of  the neighbourhood if instruments are at sufficient 

height above ground at UCL, where effects of individual roughness 

elements are mixed together [59]. ∆QA is often considered insignificant and left out if 

area adjoining observation sited have similar urban characteristics [60]. 

 

 
Figure 11. Representation of urban surface energy budget by Oke 1988 [58]. 

Net all-wave radiation Q*, shown in Equation 2, is divided into shortwave and longwave 
components with the arrow showing the direction of the radiation flux densities. Components 
transporting energy to the surface (↓) are positive and those radiating energy from the surface 
(↑) are negative. 

 
Equation 2. Components of net all-wave radiation. 

 𝑄∗ = 𝐾 ↓ +𝐾 ↑ +𝐿 ↓ +𝐿 ↑ (2

) 
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Storage heat flux density (∆QS): the net flow of heat per unit area into 

and out of materials. It has an important role in the urban energy 

balance and dictates the heat storage and absorption in materials during 

the day and the heat release during night. ∆QS is difficult to determine 

because of the large number of surface materials, orientation and the 

interaction between, therefore ∆QS is determined as the result of the energy balance 

equation, assuming complete closure of the energy balance.  

 

Additional methods 

Space technology as the name implies uses advanced high-resolution radiometer satellite data to 

determine soil properties and surface albedo [61]. It can determine surface temperature by remote 

sensors, study evaporation rates [62] and determine sensible heat flux [63]. 

Numerical Modelling is another widely used tool for studying UHI. It can use numerical and weather 

data to simulate important influential factors like wind speed, anthropogenic heat release, and thermal 

properties such as albedo, sensible and latent heat. It has a wide range of application for example is 

used to evaluate that conduction of heat in buildings is the most significant contributor in CEB [64]. 

Other uses include: predicting air temperature, heat flux and humidity [65]; anthropogenic heat 

release trends [66] and quantification of artificial heat release by the air conditioners [67]. 

 

3.2.4 FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE URBAN MICROCLIMATE 

In this section will be defined the most important factors that can impact urban microclimate and 

have a strong influence over the urban heat island formation. There is an extensive amount of study 

that show the relation between UHI intensity and physical parameters that can be controlled by urban 

planners like urban morphology, urban surfaces, building materials and green areas [68-72].  

 

Urban Geometry 

The city’s microclimate is significantly affected by the geometric form of the urban canopy layer and 

the variation between open and closed spaces. Urban geometry is often characterized by the urban 

street canyon where the street is flanked by buildings on both sides. Urban street canyons can affect 

temperature, wind speed and wind direction and subsequently the air quality within the canyon. 

Urban street canyon can be classified by the H/W ration and sky view factor. Orientation is also one 

of the key elements in the urban geometry and influences the wind speed, shading and sunlight 

received by each building which can condition the energy storage flux of a building. The most 

representative geometrical indicator about a street canyon is the ratio of the canyon height (H) to 

canyon width (W). The higher the H/W ratio, the smaller the area of visible sky which reduces the 

dissipation of long-wave radiation and, therefore, lowering the air-cooling in urban areas leading to 

a positive thermal change [73]. 

 

Solar Radiation 

Solar radiation is radiant energy emitted by the sun and received by the earth surface in form of 

electromagnetic radiation. It is measured in the power per unit area (W/m2). The sun emits shortwave 

radiation because it is extremely hot and has a lot of energy to give off. Once in the Earth's 

atmosphere, clouds and the surface absorb the solar energy and dived the shortwave radiation into 

direct, diffused and reflected radiation (Figure 12).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_direction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_quality
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Direct radiation is also called "beam radiation" or "direct beam radiation". It is used to describe solar 

radiation traveling on a straight line from the sun down to the surface of the earth. Diffused radiation, 

on the other hand, describes the sunlight that has been scattered clouds or gases in the atmosphere 

but that has still made it down to the surface of the earth. Reflected radiation is radiation reflected 

from the ground. 

 

Figure 12. Three types of solar radiation: direct, diffuse and reflected [74]. 

 

After the ground heat, up it re-emits energy as longwave radiation in the form of infrared rays. Both 

the reflection of short-wave radiation and the emission of long-wave radiation have the potential to 

interact with and be absorbed by another surface, increasing its sensible heat. The increase in both 

the number of emitting surfaces and the amount of radiation emitted by each within a confined space 

can alter the net radiation of the whole urban environment tending to make the radiation field higher 

than that of a rural environment [75]. Measurements for solar radiation are higher on a clear, sunny 

day and usually low on cloudy days.  During night-time or when there are heavy clouds solar 

radiation is measured at zero. 

 

 

Figure 13. Radiation reflected and emitted from: a) a surface in an open environment, b) surface within urban 
canyon [75]. 

 

Airflow  
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Another one of the main climate factors that can influence the city’s microclimate is the wind 

velocity. The ‘surface roughness’ of the city modifies the airflows passing through and when an air 

mass encounters a building, it is forced around, causing a series of whirlpool flows, due to the 

unsteady separation of the flow from the buildings. This can reduce wind velocity cousin low air 

renewal when the wind velocity is between 0-5 m and its related to higher temperatures.  Wind 

velocity above 5 m/s like a strong breeze is related to complete ventilation of a space but it starts 

getting uncomfortable at a speed of about 10 m/s, and possibly dangerous at a speed of around 20 

m/s. Figure 14 shows the difference in air movement between straight and parallel (a) and narrow 

and winding (b) streets [76]. Ventilation paths are important to improve and maintain the thermal 

comfort level of an urban neighbourhood. 

 

 
Figure 14. Airflow within a city: a) Straight and parallel streets improve airflow. b) Narrow and winding streets 

make airflow slow [76]. 

 

Air Pollution 

The consumption of energy in a city and the metabolic exchange can result in air pollution. Elements 

emitted through evapotranspiration or by human activity can form a condensed layer of gases above 

the urban area that is referred as air pollution. It can absorb some of the upward direct thermal 

radiation from the surface and re-emitted back down words to warm the ambient air. Airborne 

pollutants not only cause higher heat island temperature but also alter the vertical temperature 

structure in a way that delays dispersion [77]. 

Building Materials 

Emissivity 

Emissivity is the capacity of materials to emit thermal radiation and is defined as the ratio of energy 

radiated from a material surface to that radiated from a perfect emitter (black body) at the same 

temperature and wavelength and under the same conditions. For any wavelength and temperature, 

the quantity of thermal radiation released depends on the emissivity of the object's surface. It is a 

dimensionless and varies between 0 (for a perfect reflector) and 1 (for a perfect emitter). It depends 

not only on the material but also on the nature of the surface. For example, a clean and polished metal 

surface will have a low emissivity, whereas a roughened and rusty metal surface will have a high 

emissivity. Knowledge of surface emissivity is important both for accurate non-contact temperature 

measurement and for heat transfer calculations.  

 

Albedo/Reflectance 

Albedo is the capability of a surface to reflect portion of the received sunlight radiation depending 

on the colour of the material. It has no dimensions and it is measured on a scale from 0 (corresponding 

to a black body that absorbs all incident radiation) to 1 (corresponding to a body that reflects all 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_body
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incident radiation). Surface albedo is defined as the proportion of irradiance reflected to the 

irradiance received by a surface. This definition applies booth for uniform surface and heterogeneous, 

complex ones. On average urban albedos are in the range between 0.10 and 0.20 but in some cities 

these values can be exceeded. Figure 15 illustrates the relation between surface temperature and 

albedo by hypothetical approximations of a white coloured city comparing it to an average city [78]. 

 

 

Figure 15. Albedo and surface temperature for different surface materials and colours [14]. 

Anthropogenic Heat 

Anthropogenic heat refers to the heat released by human activity and is often denoted as QF. 

Metabolic heat (body heat) is negligible, but the heat released from vehicles, central heating 

(alternatively, in some warmer areas, from air conditioning systems) and industrial activities is 

substantial. All of these inject heat into the canopy layer and the upper boundary layer. Some large, 

densely packed cities in colder areas can release more heat from human activity than the urban area 

receives in its net input from the sun. Can be estimated from energy balance measurements [58] and 

inventory of energy consumption[79]. It was reported that anthropogenic heat release has greater 

potential for modifying the daytime thermal environment and wider buildings are better than small 

tall pencil buildings [80].  

 

3.3 Outdoor Thermal Comfort 

Since early 1960 wide range of studies for thermal comfort in difference climactic zone resulting in 

different approaches and definitions, but all is revolting around the energy balance between the 

human body and an environment [81]. The definition given by the international Standard ISO 7730 

is one of the key references for thermal comfort studies. Is states that thermal comfort is “condition 

of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment” [82]. 
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As mentioned before, big cities are more susceptible to extreme weather conditions due to climate 

changes. More comfortable an outdoor space is more sued by pedestrians which can reduce use of 

car and can lead to more sustainable urban environment and can be a good indicator for economic 

and social advantage. Making the open urban space more attractive to pedestrian is an important goal 

in urban planning and design [83]. 

 

There are extensive and wide-ranging studies for indoor climates, but matters are more complicated 

in naturally ventilated and outdoor spaces. Comfort within these environments involves different 

conditions and issues not encountered in studies performed on indoor comfort [84]. Thermal 

sensation is an objective response to a specific location as a function of environmental parameters 

and is the subjective response that includes psychological factors. It is harder to predict as it varies 

from person to person [75].  

 

Outdoor spaces are essential for a sustainable urban environment. Outdoor planning is complex and 

includes interaction between climatic behaviour and build environment. Several studies in the last 

decade focused on outdoor thermal comfort as a complex and subjective parameter to quantify [84-

89].  To predict a comfort for urban environment there are two main components that must be 

considered: simulation of urban surface temperature and consequent the mean radiant temperature 

calculation. Knowing the factors that influence thermal comfort can be translated to knowledge of 

how to model, create and manage it and can be beneficial to researchers and planning practitioners 

[90]. 

 

3.3.1 FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THERMAL COMFORT 

When defining thermal comfort two main group of factors must be taken into consideration, one that 

has all the objective parameters that can be measured and quantified like environmental and personal 

and another that has the preceptive or subjective parameters which are individual from person to 

person. Figure 16 shows the most important factors needed for the precise estimation of the thermal 

comfort. They can be divided into three main groups: environmental, personal and perception factors. 

 

Figure 16. Factors that affect thermal sensation. Adapted from [75]. 
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3.3.1.1 Environmental Factors 

The five main environmental factors include the air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air 

velocity, and relative humidity. have influence over the thermal comfort indoors and outdoors. 

The effect of these parameter on an urban space’s microclimate is usually estimated at the average 

height of a standing adults centre of gravity which is typically around the height of 1.1 meters above 

the ground [91]. Help on acquiring the climatic parameters is available from ISO 7726 [92]. 

 

Air Temperature 

Air temperature (Ta) is defined as the dry-bulb temperature of the air surrounding the occupant  

for determining heat transfer by convection between the skin and the environment [93]. Temperature 

is usually measured in degrees Celsius (°C), kelvins (K), or degrees Fahrenheit (°F). Most people 

will feel comfortable at room temperature around 22±2 °C but it can vary greatly in outdoor open 

spaces with the change in humidity and wind velocity. Thermal comfort depends directly on the air 

temperature. It is the main factor that can define directly thermal sensation although the other 

environmental factors only can have amplified the sensation effect of air temperature. 

 

Wind Speed 

Wind speed (U) is the rate of air movement at a point, without regard to direction and it is the average 

speed of the air to which the body is exposed, with respect to location and time [93]. It is taken into 

consideration when estimating heat transfer between the body and the environment and it is usually 

measured in (m/s). When the wind speed is high, particularly in cases when the mean radiant 

temperature is high, and Ta is low a greater heat loss can be observed [82]. For the same values, the 

wind speed can be considered desirable or undesirable: for example in cold climates “wind will 

almost always decrease outdoor comfort conditions, whereas the opposite is the case of hot climates” 

[94]. Changing wind speed from 0m/s to 5m/s greatly reduces thermal comfort. The outdoor thermal 

environment can affect the indoor thermal environment and that the change in wind speed has a 

significant impact on the thermal comfort levels [95]. Improvements in the outdoor thermal 

environment could lead to enhancing the indoor thermal environment, relieving the stress of indoor 

thermal control [96].  Wind speed exerts a strong influence on the thermal comfort indices. Even a 

small increase in wind speed leads to a significant decrease in the thermal sensation. Additionally, 

as mentions above the effects on the surrounding built environment are more pronounced with 

increasing wind speed. 

 

Direct Solar Radiation 

Definition of this parameter is given in the section above.  Direct solar radiation is the radiant flux 

from direct solar radiation received by the surface has possibly the most important effect on its 

microclimate [97] and can result in the highest discomfort values [85].  

Values of 100 W/m2 correspond to low insolation (e.g. overcast or late sunny afternoon), 400 
W/m2 to average insolation (e.g. partly cloudy or winter clear day), and 800 W/m2 to high 
insolation (e.g. summer clear sky conditions). As mention before global solar radiation is divided 
into direct and diffused which depends on the cloudiness condition of the sky, so logical clearer 
the sky - higher values of K↓. 

 

Relative Humidity 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celsius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fahrenheit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Room_temperature
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Relative Humidity (RH) can be defined as the amount of water vapour present in air expressed as a 

percentage of the amount needed for saturation at the same temperature and depends on temperature 

and the pressure of the environment. Usually is expressed as a percentage (%) – the higher the value 

indicates that the air–water mixture is more humid. At 100% relative humidity, the air is saturated 

and is at its dewpoint. 

The human body is sensitive to high humidity because it uses evaporative cooling, enabled by 

perspiration, as the key mechanism to release unwanted heat. Evaporation of perspiration from the 

skin occurs slowly under humid conditions than under arid. When the air temperature remains 

constant, the body placed under greater discomfort at high humidity than at lower humidity. 

Depending on the temperature humans can be comfortable in with range of humidity - from 30% to 

70, but ideally between 50% and 60% [94]. Very low humidity can be damaging for the human health 

creating discomfort, respiratory problems, and even aggravate allergies in some cases.  

 

Mean Radiant Temperature 

The mean radiant temperature TMRT is defined as the “uniform temperature of an imaginary enclosure 

in which radiant heat transfer from the human body equals the radiant heat transfer in the actual non-

uniform enclosure”[98]. Is rather difficult to determine outdoors with accuracy and is required for 

the estimation of the thermal comfort. The exact workflow of determining TMRT will be discussed 

further in paragraph on its own. 

 

3.3.1.2 Personal Factors 

Those are factors that are different from person to person either by choice like clothing and activity 

rate or involuntarily – metabolic rate, age and health conditions. They can affect the thermal sensation 

and can be quantified.  

 

Metabolic Heat Production  

Metabolic Heat Production  or metabolic rate (M) is the amount of energy produced by the human 

body (converting food into heat by inhalation of oxygen) per unit time and expressed in watt per 

square meter of body surface or often in Met units (1 Met = 58 W/m2) [99]. ISO 8996 standard, 

‘‘Determination of metabolic heat production,’’ provides guidance for metabolic rate values for 

standard physical activities [100]. Metabolic rate can differ from person to person for the same type 

of activity which can influence the body’s ‘perception’ of the surrounding thermal environment. 

Higher core body temperatures increase metabolism while cooler core body temperatures lower the 

metabolic rates. More demanding physical activities like running can cause a rise in body temperature 

and an increased metabolism during physical activity. In fact, muscle has a higher metabolic rate 

than body fat, so the more muscle mass you gain by exercising, the higher your metabolism will be, 

even during periods of rest [101].  

 

Clothing 

The clothing can be described as lyres of thermal insulation that can help to adjust the body to the 

present thermal conditions. It prevents unwanted heat losses or heat gains depending on clothing 

thickness, colouring and permeability to air [97]. Difference in worn clothing can be due to individual 

preferences like style, gender etc.  and thermal reasons, linked to the weather conditions. Clothing 

transmits convective, as well as radiative and evaporative heat exchange [102]. ISO 9920 standard 

provides means for estimating the thermal characteristics (resistance to dry heat loss and evaporative 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percentage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dewpoint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evaporative_cooling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perspiration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waste_heat
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heat loss) based on tables with insulation values for a clothing ensemble based on values for known 

garments, ensembles and textiles [103]. 

 

3.3.1.3 Perceptions Factors 

The perception or subjective factors include all the things that cannot be measured and that are based 

mainly on personal preference. Some people prefer hotter climates other feel better in colder 

depending on perception factors such as capacity of adaptation, tolerance to heat, preference and 

expectation. Tolerance of hot or cold climate conditions is define by personal limit beyond which the 

human body experience thermal stress. 

Three different categories for adaptation can be identified: physical, physiological and psychological.  

● Physical adaptation can be expressed in terms of the changes a person makes, to adjust 

oneself to the environment for example to decide on level of clothing, or change in the 

environment to improve their comfort conditions like opening a window, closing the curtain 

etc.  

● Physiological adaptation suggests changes in the physiological responses resulting from 

repeated exposure to the same climate conditions, leading to a gradually decreased in stress 

levels from such exposure [104]. 

● Psychological adaptation can be explained more as a personal choice, memory and 

expectations for satisfaction with given thermal environment. Expectation can be expressed 

if person is content with the weather for given station of the year such as “is it too cold this 

summer” or “ is it too hot in the winter”, this however can change day to day, so it influences 

thermal sensation in short-term [105]. 

 

3.3.2 OUTDOOR THERMAL COMFORT CALCULATION/INDICES 

Biometeorological indices- describing human thermal comfort level by relating it to local 

microclimate condition and thermal sensation. These method are call ed steady-state assessment 

methods that assume that people exposed to local microclimate can reach over time thermal 

equilibrium allowing the use of the energy balance equation governing thermoregulation almost all 

inside of this category have been summed in [106].  

 

3.3.2.1 PMV 

Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) is parameter designed by [107] is one of the most used to predict 

thermal response of large group of people. PMV has been included in the International Organization 

for Standardization (ISO) standard. It takes into account personal and environmental and the resulting 

values are organized according to7-step ASHRAR thermal sensation scale that ranges from -3 to 3 

as shown of Figure 17.  
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Figure 17. PMV and Thermal Sensation [108]. 

 

It was initially developed as an indoor thermal comfort index but has been adopted in outdoor thermal 

comfort studies in which a large population of people is being surveyed[109-111]. PMV is calculated 

using the equation described in ISO 7730 [82]. 

 

3.3.2.2 Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET)  

Like PMV gives an estimation of a thermal component of a given environment. PET index uses a 

heat balance model of the human body based on the Munich Energy-balance Model for Individuals 

(MEMI), which models the thermal conditions of the human body in a physiologically relevant way 

[112]. PET is defined by using the concept of equivalent temperature: the air temperature at which, 

in a typical indoor setting (without wind and solar radiation), the heat budget of the human body is 

balanced with the same core and skin temperature as under the complex outdoor conditions to be 

assessed [113]. There are various studies of PET application for both the indoor and outdoor 

environment study. Table 2. shows some of the variations of the PET values depending on the season. 

Table 2. Variation of PET in different scenarios [113]. 

Scenario Ta (ºC) Tmrt (ºC) V (m/s) VP (hPa) PET (ºC) 

Typical room 21 21 0.1 12 21 

Winter, sunny -5 40 0.5 2 10 

Winter, shade -5 -5 5.0 2 -13 

Summer, 

sunny 

30 60 1.0 21 43 

Summer, 

shade 

30 30 1.0 21 29 

 

The MEMI model is based on the energy balance equation for the human body show in Equation 3: 

 

Equation 3. Energy balance for the human body. 

 𝑀 + 𝑊 + 𝑅 + 𝐶 + 𝐸𝐷 + 𝐸𝑅𝑒 + 𝐸𝑠𝑤 + 𝑆 = 0 (3

) 
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Where, M is the metabolic rate, W the physical work output, R the net radiation of the body, C the 

convective heat flow, ED the latent heat flow to evaporate water diffusing through the skin 

(imperceptible perspiration), ERe the sum of heat flows for heating and humidifying the inspired air, 

ESw the heat flow due to evaporation of sweat, and S the storage heat flow for heating or cooling the 

body mass. Each individual component in the equation has positive signs if they result in energy gain 

for the body and negative signs when there is energy loss (M is always positive; W, ED and ESw are 

always negative). The unit of all heat flows is in Watt [113]. Each of the individual heat flows in 

Equation 3 depend on the following meteorological parameters [113, 114] as follows: 

● Air temperature: C, ERe 

● Air humidity: ED, ERe, ESw 

● Wind velocity: C, ESw 

● Mean radiant temperature: R 

Thermo-physiological parameters are required in addition: 

● Heat resistance of clothing (clo units) 

● Activity of humans (in Watt) 

As demonstrated above mean radian temperature plays a great role in thermal comfort modelling. In 

the next paragraph, a methodology for estimating TMRT in urban environment will be summarized. 

 

3.4 Mean Radiant Temperature 

3.4.1 DEFINITION: 

Mean Radiant Temperature (TMRT) is one of the most significant meteorological factors controlling 

human energy balance and thermal comfort. It is a result of all short and longwave radiation fluxes 

(both direct and reflected), to which the human body is exposed [115], as demonstrated in Figure 18.  

According to ASHRAE (2010), TMRT is “the uniform temperature of an imaginary enclosure in which 

the radiant heat transfer from the human body equals the radiant heat transfer in the actual non-

uniform enclosure” [93]. 

 

 
Figure 18. Components of TMRT in urban environment [116]. 
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The influence of TMRT over the thermal comfort has been a subject of various studies booth for indoor 

and outdoor environment. TMRT can differ depending on time of the day and the station of the year 

and between outdoors and indoor conditions. In hot summer day without shade and clouds, TMRT can 

be more than 30◦C higher than air temperature. During night time radiation exchange is exclusively 

due to longwave radiation. In urban environments, the radiation energy received by a standing man 

is resulting primarily from the longwave component and less than 30% comes from solar radiation 

during daytime [117].  

 

3.4.2 CALCULATION OF TMRT 

In this work, the methodology follows one of the most complete  researches regarding the subject 

[118]. It summarizes all the needed information that will be used in this work to estimate TMRT. 

In order to calculate the mean radiant temperature, there are three main components that must be 

considered: surface temperature, view factors and thermal properties of the materials composing the 

built environment. The body posture and orientation relative to the geometry of the open space is 

also important because the TMRT for a standing person is different as for a seated one. The clothing 

level of the human body is also important because it can reduce the incoming radiation as shown  in 

Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Absorption coefficient for short and longwave radiation [118]. 

Absorption coefficient skin clothing Standard value 

for long wave radiation 

(al) 

0.99 0.95 0.97 

for short wave 

radiation (ak) 

0.55-0.85 0.4-0.9 0.7 

 

Fanger [107] provides the most complete methodology for numerical determination to the mean 

radiant temperature by dividing the environment into n isothermal surfaces with proper surface 

temperature (TS), emissivity εi, and Fi as view factors from the surface to its surroundings (i=1, …, 

n). According to the Stefan-Boltzmann’s law Equation 4, each of these n isothermal surfaces (ground, 

surroundings, and also the sky) emits Ei [W/m2] longwave radiation: 

 

Equation 4. Stefan-Boltzmann's law for long wave radiation. 

 𝐸𝑖 = 𝜀𝑖 ∗ 𝜎 ∗ 𝑇𝑖
4 (4

) 

 

Where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σ=5.67*10-8 W/m2K4). 

 

The TMRT equation can be expressed through radiation flux density (SSTR) which consist of two main 

components as shown in Equation 5: shortwave (direct (I), diffused(D) and reflected(R)) and 

longwave (E) (emitted from the environment). Figure 19 demonstrated all the important components 

that play part in the equation. In yellow is represented the direct sun radiation affected by the 

absorption coefficient for shortwave radiation ak and fp is the surface projection factor which 

describes the orientation of the human body. The orange component represents the diffused and 

reflected components multiplied by ak and the view factors (Fi) and in red is the longwave component 

multiplied by Fi and coefficient for longwave radiation al. 
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Figure 19. Illustration supporting the understanding of the definition and calculation of the TMRT [118]. 

 

Equation 5. Radiation flux density. 

 
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑅 = (𝑎𝑘 ∗ (𝐼∗ ∗ 𝑓𝑝 + ∑

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝐷𝑖))𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒

+ (𝑎𝑙 ∗ ∑

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝐸𝑖)𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 

(5

) 

 

Mean radiant energy gain of a human body located in a real environment is equal to that in the fictive 

environment (Figure 19) which is a black-body radiation (ε=1) in an isothermal enclosure with TMRT 

[K] temperature. It emits σ*TMRT
4 longwave radiant energy from which human body received part 

according to its absorption coefficient (al=εp). 

 

Equation 6. Relation between radiation flux density and mean radiant temperature. 

 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑅 = 𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝜎 ∗ 𝑇𝑀𝑅𝑇
4 = 𝜀𝑝 ∗ 𝜎 ∗ 𝑇𝑀𝑅𝑇

4 (6

) 

 

Solving the equation for TMRT: 

 

Equation 7. Mean radiant temperature. 

 

𝑇𝑀𝑅𝑇 = √
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑅

𝜀𝑝 ∗ 𝜎

4

 
(7

) 

 

For the complete clarification of the mean radiant temperature calculation, the surface temperature 

and the view factor will be needs. The methods used in this work will be described in the paragraphs 

below. 
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3.4.2.1 Surface Temperature 

The methodology used in this work is taken from [116]. Figure 20 illustrates all the component 

needed to make the estimation. As shown TS is the result of heat balance equation for radiation, 

convection conduction and thermal massing effects. 

 

 

Figure 20. Heat transfer equation for urban surfaces [116]. 

 

When surface or plane receives solar radiation, it heats up to a specific temperature depending on the 

material qualities. Heat transfer equation is used to estimate the urban surface temperature. 

Ts is a function of solar radiation, surface albedo, emissivity, specific heat capacity, material density, 

average U-values for external walls and the ground, building internal temperature and soil 

temperature. Isothermal conditions are applied for each surface which mean TS remains constant 

during the time frame for each surface where is measured.   

For the initial interval of the study (at sunrise) the initial value of TS is set equal to 3.4K below the 

ambient temperature [116].  

 

3.4.2.2 View Factors 

Surface to Surface 

As referred before emissivity is a property of a surface Ai of a material to give up stored heat in form 

of radiant energy in all hemispherical surroundings acceding to Stefan-Boltzmann law Equation 8: 

 

Equation 8. Stefan- Boltzmann's law for multiple surfaces. 

 𝐸𝑖 = 𝜀 ∗ 𝜎 ∗ 𝑇𝑖
4 ∗ 𝐴𝑖 (8

) 
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Only a fraction of this energy will reach a second arbitrary oriented surface Aj. This fraction (Fi-j) is 

referred as the view factor which depends only on the geometrical orientation of two participating 

surfaces [119]. 

 

 

It can be express as Equation 9. 

 

Equation 9. View Factor between different surfaces. 

 
𝐹𝑖𝑗 =

1

𝐴𝑖
∫

0

𝐴𝑖

∫
0

𝐴𝑗

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑗

𝜋𝑅2
𝑑𝐴𝑗𝑑𝐴𝑖 

(9

) 

where  

dAi and dAj are differential elements within the two arbitrary surfaces with direct view one 

to another.  

R is the length of the line connecting the centre of the surface that forms polar angles θi and 

θj respectively with the surface normal ni and nj.  

All the described values vary with the position of the elemental areas on Ai and Aj. 

 

In an enclosed environment the sum of all view factors from a point to a surface is equal to 1 given 

the fact that this represents the fraction of energy received by all surroundings. 

 

Equation 10. Summary of all view factors to a plane. 

 

∑

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝐹𝑖𝑗 = 1 
(10

) 

 

In a real outdoor environment, this sum is lesser than 1 since is no a closed box and some of the 

energy is radiated back to the atmosphere. 
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To estimate the surface temperature and mean radiant temperature the view factors are needed to be 

taken into account. 

Ray tracing is one of the most used methods to measure the value of the view factor. It has been used 

to solve diverse problems from generating images with a high degree of photorealism to complex 

radiative heat transfer modelling. Figure 21 illustrates simplification that can be used to estimate the 

view factor in outdoor opens space considering only the six main directions. 

 

 

Figure 21. View Factors from patch to rectangular plate [120]. 

 

When the view factors are intended for TMRT regarding the human body position they are estimated 

as 1.5m above ground which is standard height for thermal comfort estimation. 

 

Sky View Factor 

The sky view factor (SVF) is a value that represents the ratio between the area of open space and that 

from the entire hemispheric radiating environment (Figure 22) and is calculated as the fraction of 

sky visible from the ground up. SVF is a dimensionless value that ranges from 0 to 1. An SVF of 1 

means that the sky is completely visible, for example, in a flat terrain. When a location has buildings 

and trees, it will cause the SVF to decrease proportionally. The reduction of the visibility of the sky 

leads to a decrease of long-wave radiation loss and increase in heat sensation. 
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Figure 22. Sky View Factor is the ratio between the area of open-space and the total area of the hemisphere. 
Source:[121] 

In this work, the calculation of the SVF is following the methodology described in [122].   

The technique used is similar to the method of integral calculus; it is its adaptation for a hemisphere. 

The border of the visible sky is defined by polygon g(x) is, under the polygon the sky is not visible 

because of the building obstruction. After dividing the hemisphere equally into n equal slices by 

rotation angle(α) ‘rectangles are created with heights equal to the g(x) values in the middle points of 

the intervals. The SVF value determined by g(x) polygon is estimated with the sum of the SVF values 

of these rectangles on the hemisphere as shown in Figure 25 [122]. 

 

 
Figure 23. (a) Polygon g(x) as a border of the visible sky and dividing the hemisphere under g(x) equally into 

slices by angle α (heights are equal to the g(x) values in the middle points of the intervals) and (b) a slice of a 
’width’ of α (S) of a basin with an elevation angle β [122]. 

 

 
𝑆𝑉𝐹 = 1 − ∑

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛽𝑖 = ∑

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛽𝑖 
(11

) 

 

The accuracy of the method depends on the magnitude of the selected α. Smaller α angle (finer 

division) means better estimation of SVF but longer computation time. 

 

3.4.3 METHODS FOR CALCULATING TMRT 

There are two most popular method for estimating the contribution to the build surroundings to the 

TMRT values. 
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 Firs is  by using field measurement or globe thermometer: by knowing globe temperature, air 

temperature and air velocity TMRT can be calculated using empirically derived equation [123]. The 

second method for estimation is by using software to make complex calculations involving radiant 

fluxes and the angle factors of surrounding surface. Over the years several models have been 

developed to estimate TMRT values, the most popular one will be discussed in the paragraph below. 

 

3.4.3.1 By integral radiation measurements 

The simplest method of obtaining TMRT with integral radiation instruments is based on the utilization 

of a globe thermometer. The standard globe thermometer is a flat black-painted hollow copper sphere 

(diameter is 150 mm, thickness is 0.4 mm) with a thermometer bulb at the centre (Figure 24). 

 
Figure 24. Standard Globe Thermometer 

 

It was developed for indoor application where the mean radian heat flux is relatively constant 

compared to open spaces but later has been adapted to outdoor measurements. 

 

3.4.3.2 By modelling the radiation emolument 

To avoid in-site measurements few methods have been developed in recent years to estimate TMRT in 

theurban environment. The most popular are RayMan, ENVI-met and SOLWEIG and CityComfort+. 

They calculate TMRT by reasonable approximation but also have their limitations. The Figure 25 

illustrates some of the existing programs and tool and shows the need for a new tool to calculate the 

mean radian temperature without the limitation given by the other programs. 
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Figure 25. Proposed tool vs different existing methods for estimating/simulating TMRT [116, 124]. 

 

3.5 Sustainability, Adaptation and Mitigation  

In current construction practice, the locale microclimate does not have a very significant role. 

Building position for the site more associated with the visual relationship with other buildings, views 

then microclimatic conditions. Open spaces planned more by preference, type of use and activities 

and lesser consideration for microclimate [125]. Designing and planning with green areas is most 

broadly used mitigation measure that could achieve huge energy saving thru temperature reduction 

[126]. Adaptation measures like “blue and green infrastructure” translating to more evaporation areas 

(i.e., water and vegetation) which, by evapotranspiration, improve thermal comfort by reducing air 

temperature and increasing humidity. can further decrease turbulent and convective heat transport 

and thus contribute to achieving a diminution of thermal discomfort. Providing more shaded ground 

and building surface can reduce the surface temperature. Shade can be provided by vegetation or 

building elements [127]. 

 

The effectiveness of individual adaptation measures depends on the kind (vegetation/ water / building 

parameters) and type (e.g., vegetation: grass/ park/ forest) of the adaptation measure, as well as on 

meteorological conditions. Vegetation areas achieve higher PET reductions than water surfaces due 

to a combination of evapotranspiration and shading and can reach their maximum PET reduction 

potential only with an adequate water supply. During the daytime can be observed a significant 

difference in thermal comfort levels of well-watered and non-irrigated vegetation [128]. 

 

Mitigation measures can be divided into three categories. First one is related to reducing 

anthropogenic heat release by designing more building with natural ventilation and switch off air 

conditioners. The second categories is related to better roof design for example green roofs, roof 

spray cooling, reflective roofs etc and the third one includes all other design factors like 

humidification, increased albedo, photovoltaic canopies etc. [129]. It was demonstrated in a study 

that with proper building ventilation the energy demean  could be  reduced by 10% [130]. 
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Knowing what to expect when building an environment it gives also the possibility to exercise control 

over the space to accommodate it to the required needs. By using prediction numerical model that 

can estimate the expected heat comfort with reasonable precision. The collision of those numerical 

models with the development of the 3D geometry analysis has given the planner a tool for estimating 

the damage before constructing and the possibility to see the weak and the strong point of the design 

considering all factors that a real environment has to offer. 
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4  

CASE STUDY 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter will be presented the tool developed in for thermal comfort study. It will be explained 

why the tool is needed although there are some similar products on the market and how it is 

organized, and the methodology used for its operation. Each of the functions of the individual 

components will be explained in the paragraph below and detailed in its corresponding annex. For 

the validation of the tool, an urban area in Porto is selected and it will be categorized by surfaces and 

modelled in Revit.  

For the location of the case study, the area around and above Metro Station Trindade was chosen. 

The motive for the selection was because it has two levels with different characteristics: lower level 

or Trindade Square that is made of granite (floor) and concrete (walls) and upper level near the 

elevator that is made mainly of green space and granite path. The figure below illustrated the 

developed simplified 3D model of the Metro Station and the square compared to the real-life 

scenario. 

 

 

Figure 26. Metro Station Trindade: Real life scenario (Google Maps) vs. simplified 3D model 

The Laboratory of Construction by providing the needed equipment for the validation of one of the 

components of this work and measurements were taken and compared with the result of the 

elaborated tool. Conclusions and results of the comparison between the estimation and the reality 

will be represented together with some hypothetical scenarios of how the urban environment will 

reach to the change in the material and colour. 
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4.2 Need for the tool 

There is little to no integration between urban planning and build environment. Buildings are planned 

depending on their function and it is not of concern how they interact with the microclimate of the 

open public space. There are too many variables that need to be considered when designing the 

comfort of a public space but solving this problem can be the key to more sustainable environment. 

Each newly constructed building stores and reflects heat contributing to the temperature race in the 

urban environment and there is no tool or program that can see what effect this will have on the 

comfort level of the public space. GIS tools can only study a section of the urban life, but it cannot 

represent it as it is and their tools like EnviMet or Solweig used for estimating/calculating thermal 

comfort of an open space also lack in 3D representation, convenience and accuracy. There is a need 

for a tool that can be part of a CIM methodology by using BIM environment as a basis for the 

analysis. The software tool developed in this work had the objectives to: 

● Create a connection between urban planning and build environment 

● Study new dimensions for using BIM software – Comfort Study 

● Register how different material influence the thermal environment 

● See the surface temperature variation in the different alternative of an urban project 

● Estimate basic parameters for Thermal Comfort study 

This chapter will be divided into 3 main parts: first is the creation of the model by using Autodesk’s 

Revit, second a Dynamo code will be introduced to provide the analytical part of the work and last 

different scenarios will be studied and compared. 

 

Figure 27. Workflow of the software tool. 

 

Advantages of the tool: 

● Use of BIM – accurate representation of surface/materials 

● More variation in urban surfaces 

● Solar Analyst accrue representation of the solar radiation form closes weather station 

● Simplified ray-tracing using Dynamo 

● Works in detailed 3D environment, it is possible to work in 4D (time interval included) 

● Inbuild values inside Revit with the possibility to input more information 

● The model can be made available through OpenBIM platform and shared with different users 
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4.3 Dynamo Methodology 

The Dynamo model is divided into 4 main categories and other supplementary calculations. First 

data about Solar Irradiance is acquired by using Insight 360 Solara Analysis. Then supplementary 

data like air temperature and wind speed is added. For the calculation of surface temperature and 

mean radiant temperature view factors are needed and the is the second important component. The 

Sky View Factor and the View Factor between point/person position and Environment depend only 

on the geometry and it needs to be calculated only once – it is a constant for all time periods. 

 

Figure 28. Dynamo methodology. 

 

After this, the surface temperature is calculated for the given interval of time and from is mean radiant 

temperature incoming to standing person is calculated. 

 

4.3.1 INSIGHT SOLAR ANALYSIS 

Autodesk Insight is a powerful cloud-based analysis tool for maximizing BIM workflow by helping 

to improve energy and environmental performance throughout the building lifecycle. It allows 

integration of energy, lightning and solar analysis for optimizing building performance design. In 

this work, Insight Solar Analysis tool is used for obtaining the indecent solar radiation needed for 

calculation of surface temperature and mean radiant temperature and it is based on two primary 

components:  

● Direct radiation (Ib) from the sun which is always measured perpendicular to the sun’s rays 

● Diffuse radiation that is both scattered by the clouds and atmosphere (Id) and the ground in 

front of the surface (Ir). This is always measured on a horizontal surface. 

From the total energy of the sun, up to one third can be lost (reflected into space), about 20% reaches 

the surface as diffuse radiation, and the rest reaches the surface as direct radiation [131]. 

 

Equation 11. Incident solar radiation in Revit. 

 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐼𝑏 ∗ 𝐹𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝐼𝑑 ∗ 𝐹𝑠𝑘𝑦 + 𝐼𝑟 (12

) 

Where: 

● Ib - direct beam radiation, measured perpendicular to the sun 

● Id - diffuse sky radiation, measured on horizontal plane 

● Ir -radiation reflected from the ground 
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● Fshading -factor (1 if a point is not shaded, 0 if a point is shaded, a percentage if measured on 

a surface) 

● Fsky -visible sky factor (a percentage based on the shading mask) 

● θ - angle of incidence between the sun and the face being analysed 

 

For the tool to perform correctly first a Location must be provided (Manage>Location). It gives the 

option to choose the exact Project Address on the map and the nearest Weather Station. In this work 

the in the Validation paragraph the 2 closest weather stations will be compared be air temperature 

and the one closest to the measured temperature will be chosen. 

 

 

Figure 29. Location of the case study. 

 

Then the sun setting must be adjusted for the desired interval of time by creating a desired time frame 

in Manage>Additional Settings>Sun Settings. For this work, Single Day study will be selected 

giving the possibility for the planner to select the most critical day of the year where the temperature 

is the highest. Figure 30. illustrates the time intervals that will be used in this case study. 
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Figure 30. Case Study Time Frames for Solar Analysis. 

 

In Sun Settings the desired Date and Time or Time Frame should be selected with Time Intervals of 

15 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 31. Revit Sun Settings Panel. 

 

Next step is to adjust the Solar Analysis setting. In the Analysis tab, under the Insight section, there 

is an icon named Solar that activate the Solar Analysis tool shown in the Figure below. 1st step is to 

set the Study Type to Custom. 2nd is to select the desired surfaces, the selection can be made for 

multiple surfaces at once. 3rd is to set the Study Settings by selecting Analysis Perios “<use sun 

settings>” with the same sun settings selected described in Figure ubove and also Analysis Grid must 

be specified. The 4th step is to set the Result Settings: for the Result Type, thre is choise between 

Comulative, Peak and Avarage Insolation. This work has the objective to see the most critical heat 
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load for the time interval, so Peak Insolation that register the highest value for this time interval is 

chosen. The Style field is to choose the graphical representation for this analysis and it can be point 

or surface based. 5th step is to “Update” the model or to run the program. 6th is a window that 

represents summary for the result and 7th is an option to “Export” the results in .csv format. 

 

 

Figure 32. Configuring Solar Analysis Menu. 

The exported file has is structured as show in the Figure below. It has information about the time and 

date of the performed analysis, name of the model, study date and time units etc. It contains data for 

the element category, ID, surface area and total surface insolation value. Also, associate each point 

of the grid with a given coordinate to insolation value. The .cvs format must be changed to .xlsx 

(Excel Workbook format) and the name of the sheet must correspond to the number of the time 

frame. 

 

 

Figure 33. Exported Excel Data 

 

This is the final step before preparing the Initial Data for Dynamo to use. It is to remark that this is a 

manual process that can be automatized. Also, there is a Dynamo node shown in the Figure below 

that can be used directly to avoid all this process, but it dose not represent shadows influence correctly 
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and only give information about insulation value with associated points and it done not contain 

information of the elements category or ID which is essential to this work and for this reason it hasn’t 

been used in the program. 

 

 

Figure 34. Dynamo node alternative for Solar Analysis. 

 

4.3.2 INITIAL DATA 

The outcome from the previous paragraph will be 8 separate sheets in excel one for each time frame. 

They will contain information about the peak insolation value registered during the time interval and 

they will be imported into Dynamo. The Initial Data has 3 main processes that will be briefly 

represented in this section in and it will be further discussed in the Annex A.  First is the extraction 

of the insulation, corresponding coordinate point and the element they belong to (Figure 35), the 

second is the extraction of the thermal parameters form the corresponding elements (Figure 36) and 

the third is the separation of the Floors from the Walls (Figure 37).  
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Figure 35. Initial Data 

 

Figure 36. Parameters extracted from Initial Data 
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Figure 37. Separation of the Floors 

 

The separation of the Floors from Walls is important because they have different thermal behaviour: 

Floors are horizontal components and the Walls are vertical which will influence the thermal 

transmittance of the element.  

The result of this process will be used for the calculation of the View Factors, Surface Temperature 

and Mean Radiant Temperature and the process will be explained in detail in Annex A. 

 

4.3.3 VIEW FACTORS 

There are two main type of view factors used in this work: Sky View Factor (SVF) and view factor 

from standing person to surface (VFp-s). 

 

SVF 

As explained in Chapter 3 SVF depends on the grid point of a dome. Finer grind means more accurate 

SFV values, but it also means that the model will get “heavier” and calculating time will increase. 

So, SFV will be calculated separately from the other model and the result will be exported in excel 

file which will be loaded in the main process.  

Apart from the Initial Data this process has 6 main components: the first one generates 1 dome per 

point of the initial data, each dome has number of grid points depending of the given precision; 2nd 

finds the angle between the centre point of each dome and the dome’s grid points; 3rd  is the chess if 

any of the vectors from the centre to the grid points intersect with any object; 4th step it to find the 

highest point of intercession; 5th is to calculate the SVF value and 6th is to export the result in excel 

file. 
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Figure 38. SFV calculation process 

 

4.3.3.1 VFp-s 

Even thou this component always give constant value it is part the main process because it also gives 

the surfaces thermals parameters associated with the point which is important for determining the 

emissivity of the element they belong to. The method consists of “firing” large numbers of rays from 

any given point of an object at random angles into the 3D build environment. The first object that 

each ray intersects with is being recorded with the geometrical parameters between the two being 

recorded and processed into an equation to find what fraction of the energy that left the first surface 

has reached the other.   

 

Figure 39. Ray Tracing methodology used to determine the View Factor. 

 

It has three main part first is defang the start point of the analysis which are only the point belonging 

to the Floors category or where the person can walk. The second part has for elements representing 

the for main direction (front, back, left and right) the fifth direction that register the radiated energy 

from the floor is constant at high of 1,5m and the influential area is 1m2. As it is open space there is 

no incoming longwave radiation from above. 

 

  
Determine the ray 
starting point and  
directional vector 

 

Determine the first 
object in every one 
of the 4 genereal 

directions that the 
ray passes thrue 

 

Calculating the 
distance between 

the starting point of 
the ray and the first 

object it hits 

 

Determine the view 
factor for each of 

the 4 general 
direction 
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Figure 40. View Factor from person to surface at high 1.5m. 

 

This process is a simplification because the human body receives radiant temperature from all 

directional and some errors may be expected in the result. 

 

4.3.4 SURFACE TEMPERATURE 

This is one of the two main processes of the program. It calculates the surface temperature base on 

thermal energy balance by using environmental data and solar radiation. It has 6 main components:  

● environmental parameters like air temperature, wind speed etc.; 

● internal temperature which has different values for Walls and Floors, one is the room 

temperature between 20-25 C and soil temperature is lower depending on the depth in this 

work is assumed to me around 20 C;  

● initial temperature which is assumed to be 3.4 C lower than the air temperature in the first 

time frame but in every consecutive time interval it changes to surface temperature of the 

previous time frame;  

● import of the previously calculated Sky View Factor;  

● calculation of the surface temperature, and; 

● result that is also imported in the 3rd step as new initial temperature. 
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Figure 41. Process of calculating surface temperature. 

 

4.3.5 MEAN RADIANT TEMPERATURE 

This is the final outcome of the program and the result can be used for determining human comfort 

conditions. It uses only the point from the floor elements where a person can stand and also uses data 

from all previous steps and it contains four main components: 1st one is determining the closes point 

containing surface temperature information to the point containing view factor data. As the point of 

the surface temperature is not the same as the one from the ray tracing it is necessary to find the 

closest surface temperature. 2nd is to provide thermal parameters only for the floor elements; 3rd is 

the elements corresponding to points associated with the view factor as thermal information from 

them is essential for the calculation of the mean radiant temperature in the 4th panel. 

 

 

Figure 42. Process of calculating Mean Radiant Temperature. 

 

4.4 Model Validation 

For the validation of the model Trinidad Metro Station and Square were chosen to verify if the 

developed tool can accurately represent the difference in the surface temperature and account for the 

thermal comforts of the pedestrians. This zone has two levels with different characteristics: lower 

level, or Trindade Square, with finishing layers of granite (floor) and concrete (walls) and an upper 
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level, near the elevator, that mainly is an open green space (green roof) with a granite cobblestone 

pedestrian path. So, the objective is to observe if the program correctly represents the temperature 

difference between the levels, and how the change in the materials and in the physical environment 

will reflect on the temperature.  

A simplified 3D model was developed by using Autodesk Revit. The model contains two main 

categories: Floors and Walls with the corresponding types: 

Floors ● Grass  

● Granite 

● Granite Cobblestone 

Walls ● Concreate 

 

As BIM is designated for the AEC industry, there are no categories that can cover urban elements 

like Street, Pavement, etc. so, the Floors category will be used instead. 

The figure below illustrates the developed 3D model of the Metro Station and the square, compared 

to the real-life scenario. 

 

 

Figure 43. Metro Station Trindade: Real life scenario (Google Maps) vs. simplified 3D model 

 

It is a simplified representation because the purpose is to aid in the design stage of an urban project 

to high LOD is not necessary. The graphic information is relatively low, and it represents simplified 

forms of walls and pavements and three that cast shadow on the square. Semantic information on the 

other hand contains details about the size, height, positioning, materials and thermal qualities of each 

elements. With this it can be concluded that the objective for LOD300 for the model has been coved. 

 

4.4.1 BUILDING MATERIALS 

As mentioned before the model has two categories with the corresponding types of materials. Revit 

posse’s rich library for materials that have predefined data associated with them (Figure 44). The 

thermal properties value can be changed but additional parameters cannot me added. 
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Figure 44. Thermal properties of the materials in Revit. 

 

Due to this Project Parameters are used to equip the element type with the required data. Project 

parameters are “vessels” for information defined and then add to multiple categories of elements in 

a project. They can be two types: Instance Parameter that allows the user to modify the 

parameter value separately for every instance and Type Parameter enables a modification in 

the parameter value, which applies to all elements of the family type. In this work Instance 

Parameters are used because it gives more freedom to “play” with the different 

combinations.  Project parameters are specific to the project and cannot be shared with other 

projects [132].  
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Figure 45. Revit Project Parameters Menu 

 

The materials and their parameters needed for this work are described in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Thermal properties of the materials [133-136]. 

 Soil 

(w/Grass) 

Granite Granite 

Cobbleston

e 

Concrete  

Albedo (0-1) 0.25 0.35 0.35 0.55 

Density (kg/m3) 1200 2750 2750 2200 

Emissivity (0-1) 0.96 0.45 0.45 0.85 

Heat Capacity 

(J/kgK) 

800 790 790 880 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(W/mK) 

0.25 1.8 1.8 2 

 

These parameters will be used for the analytical part of the program and are essential for the correct 

calculations. Due to the equipment availability in the desired period from measurement, it was 

possible only to validate surface temperature. 

 

4.4.2 EQUIPMENT 

Equipment used for the study was Protimeter MMS2 is the industry’s most advanced all-in-one 

moisture meter. Its ergonomic, 4-in-1 design allows one-handed operation to measure moisture on 
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and below the surface as well as ambient air humidity. An infrared thermometer which calculates the 

difference between dew point and surface temperature is just one of the many advances designed to 

assess moisture in new/refurbishing projects and help diagnose moisture-related problems in existing 

buildings [137]. It is design to measure the temperature at close range, so all points that are above 

two meters of the ground may contain some error. 

 

Figure 46. Protimeter MMS2 

 

4.4.3 METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

The field measurements were taken on the 15th of July 2018 a warm and calm summer day, with a 

daily mean air temperature of 26.54°C (maximum 31.4°C between 14:00 and 15:00) and mean 

relative humidity of 62.78% (maximum 73% in the morning). 

 

Table 5. Hourly measured air temperature and relative humidity. 

 

9:00-
11:00 

11:00-
12:00 

12:00-
13:00 

13:00-
14:00 

14:00-
15:00 

15:00-
17:00 

Ta(°C

) 24.2 25.6 30 31.4 30.5 30.7 

rH(%) 71.4 65.6 61.2 58.5 57.8 57.3 
 

The sun rose at 05:16 and set at 20:04. In the morning there were some cloud formation in the 

morning that disappear around 11:00. Measurement were taken between the period of 9:00 in the 

morning to 17:00 in the evening. The Meteorological Station Chosen for the study was Weather 
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Station 126071 whit mean dry bulb temperature of 27°C in July because is closer to the measured 

daily mean measured temperature of 26.54°C then Weather Station 126072 which has mean dry bulb 

temperature of 30°C. 

 

 

Figure 47. Weather Station 126071. 

 

4.4.4 MEASURED POINTS  

Points needed for this validation are selected on each surface. Floors are measured in grid 

approximately to 10m while Walls are measured in approximately 4m grid. Some of the points ware 

to high or where obstructed by trees or structure to be measured. It was possible to register the 

temperature change of 144 out of 181 predefined points. Due to the extensively of the study plays it 

wasn’t possible to guarantee measurements at the exact same point for each hour, so the results may 

have some error related to this.  

It was registered that right after the surface started receiving sunlight and begun to heat up from 

temperature of 19 to 28 for green space and 20 to 46 for concreate and granite pavements. Due to the 

huge amount of point, it was impossible in the given time frame to compare each point of the surface 

to the corresponding of the model so, comparison between the estimated values and the average of 

the measured value for each surface will be made. The result of the measurements is shown in Annex 

A. 
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4.4.5 ESTIMATED RESULTS 

The tool diverse from the measured results in intervals from -10 to +10 C with an absolute average 

difference of ±2 to ±3 depending on the time interval.  

The figures below illustrate the difference between 853 points of the mean measured surface 

temperature and the calculated in each time frame from 9:00 to 17:00. In the first half of the graphic 

which represents the upper level till point 480 presents relatively low difference between estimated 

and measured and the second half represents the lower level where the space is closed and shaded 

compared to upper part and some variation in the results may be observed. 

 

 

Figure 48. Difference between calculated by the tool and measured in reality from 9:00 to 11:00. 

 

 

Figure 49. Difference between calculated by the tool and measured from 11:00 to 12:00. 
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Figure 50.Difference between calculated by the tool and measured from 12:00 to 13:00. 

 

 

Figure 51. Difference between calculated by the tool and measured from 13:00 to 14:00. 
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Figure 52. Difference between calculated by the tool and measured from 14:00 to 15:00. 

 

 

Figure 53. Difference between calculated by the tool and measured from 15:00 to 17:00. 

 

The difference is coming mainly from flattening the measured results which at the lower level results 

in lowering the sunlit temperature and raising the shaded temperature. On the lower level, the biggest 

difference is observed near the vertical walls and in the shade, while on the upper lever the difference 

is mainly on the granite pavement in the early hours and the sunlit walls in the afternoon, which may 

point to a necessity to adjust the heat storage part of the equation. 

4.4.6 MEAN RADIANT TEMPERATURE 

As mentioned before MRT has two important components, one from shortwave radiation influenced 

mainly be solar radiation and one from longwave radiation influenced by surrounding surface 

temperature and the view factor between standing person and shortwave the environment and the sky 
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view factor. The closest a person is to a wall higher the radiated temperature will receive but also the 

closer it gets to an open space more radiation it will receive from the sun. Also, the longwave 

component depends on the temperature received from the walls and floors and the 

The following figures illustrated the influence of the different components on the mean radiant 

temperature. The results were not validated. So, there is no assurance if the results correspond to real 

values. This will be left for eventual future confirmation.  

Unfortunately, this part of the tool gest very “heavy” for Dynamo to run and it can operate only with 

few analytical points which can lead to information loss and imprecision in the end results.  

On Figure 54 the influence of the Longwave component is demonstrated by removing the Shortwave 

component of the SSTR in Equation (5). The tool returns almost constant result of around 24ºC for all 

surface with slightly variation. It is demonstrated that surface temperature plays an important role in 

the mean radiant temperature but due to the low point capacity and the fact that the upcoming 

longwave radiation from the floor is only 6% of the total. There is no obvious evidence of change int 

the temperature from green space to pavement. In some of the corner of the model or where the 

distance between the surrounding walls is smaller maximum temperature is observed. 

 

 

Figure 54. Influence of Longwave component over Mean Radian Temperature. 

Figure 55 illustrated the shortwave component of the mean radiant temperature incoming from the 

sun. It depends only on the shadow/sunlit surface and the latitude and longitude of the sun. With 

temperature of around 42 ºC this is the major contributor for the rise in the mean radiant temperature. 
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Figure 55. Influence of the Shortwave component over Mean Radian Temperature 

 

 

Figure 56. Total Mean Radian Temperature. 
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Figure 56 represent the total mean radiant temperature calculated by the tool. Those are some 

hypothetical estimation the tool can make. Tay may differ significantly for the reality and some 

additional validations will be needed to verify the outcome and introduce changes if needed. 

Due to the low capacity of points that can be studied for the Mean Radian Temperature the accuracy 

is extremely low and no legit results can be demonstrate and no conclusions can be made. It is to be 

divided in separate components in order to improve the workflow and show represents the theoretical 

results in the difference in the comfort of the space, which will appear in the final version in this 

work. 

As shown above Surface Temperature has significant influence over the Mean Radiant Temperature 

so in the paragraph below it will be demonstrated how change in the material and colour can 

hypothetically affect the surface temperature and in consequences the comfort of the open space. 

 

4.4.7 CONCLUSIONS 

From the comparison of the values estimated by the tool and the values measured in reality, one can 

conclude that maximum differences range from +10 °C to -10 °C, with an average difference between 

the interval of ±2° C and ±5 °C. The biggest difference found was in the vertical elements and in the 

shaded areas. This difference is due to some simplifications in the representation of the hourly change 

in the surface temperature. Further development of the tool is needed in order to restrict the error 

interval. 

The objective of creating a functioning tool for thermal comfort within BIM environment was 

completed and the validation of the surface temperature component gave satisfying results. The tool 

can be used to study different scenarios of changes in the urban environment, and it can demonstrate 

how changes in the physical environment can lead to raise/fall in surface temperature and 

consequently to change in the environment temperature. 

 

The tool shows correctly the difference between different materials the grass areas are much colder 

than the concert surfaces. It also represents the temperature difference in the shadow/sunlit 

components and the change in surface temperature during the course of the day.  

The view factors modules can be individually used in order to understand the sky visibility from each 

point of the urban space. Higher values mean more exposure to sunlight while lower factors refer to 

enclose areas. This part of the tool is quite heavy and time consuming to run with high precision, but 

also delimiting the accuracy of this component didn’t influence significantly the final results.  

The objective of creating a functioning tool for thermal comfort within BIM environment was 

completed and the validation of the surface temperature component gave satisfying results. The tool 

can be used to study different scenarios of changes in the urban environment, and it can demonstrate 

how changes in the physical environment can lead to raise/fall in surface temperature and 

consequently to change in the environment temperature. 

 

4.5 Changes in the physical environment 

The influence of the material and colour over the surface temperature will be discussed by over 

exaggeration of the studied component. 

● What if all the space was painted black or white?  

● What if we replace all the concrete surfaces with grass or with a high heat capacity material?  

● What if we introduce more shading elements like trees?  

These are all questions that can help planners and engineers designing more comfortable environment 

in open public spaces.  
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4.5.1 CHANGE IN MATERIALS AND COLOURS 

In this paragraph three scenarios will be studied: 

● all pavements are made of asphalt; 

● initial material is preserved, but it is painted of white, forcing an exaggeration of albedo to 

1, and; 

● Introduction of more trees and green areas.  

 

Table 6 shows the thermal properties of these new solutions (materials and colours) that will be used 

in the study.  

 

Table 6. Thermal properties of the new materials [3-6]. 

 Asphalt (black) Painted pavement 

(white) 

Green Area 

Albedo (0-1) 0.10 1 0.25 

Density (kg/m3) 2400 - 1600 

Emissivity (0-1) 0.96 - 0.96 

Heat Capacity 

(J/kgK) 

920 - 800 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(W/mK) 

0.75 - 0.25 

 

First Scenario: Asphalt Pavement  

The objective of this scenario is to show that if all the pavements are made from black asphalt the 

temperature will rise.  

Asphalt has a low albedo and thermal conductivity, which will predispose it to receive and trap heat, 

resulting in increasing surface temperature.  

The tool shows a high increase in the surface temperature relatively to the normal scenario. 
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Figure 57. Increase in surface temperature as result of asphalt pavement. 

 

Second Scenario: All pavements “painted” of white 

In this hypothetical study, all surfaces of the model are “painted” white and the albedo is exaggerated 

to 1 in order to show visible changes in the temperature.  

In this situation, all the solar radiation is reflected in the atmosphere and there is no possibility for 

heat storage, which lead to the low temperatures demonstrated in Figure 57. This scenario is 

overexaggerated in order to demonstrate that solar radiation is one of the main contributors for the 

surface temperature value.  
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Figure 58. All pavement "painted" white. 

 

Third Scenario: Introducing more trees and green space. 

The objective is to see how tree shadows and green areas will reduce the surface temperature of the 

space.  

The tool demonstrated, as expected, that introducing green areas can lower the surface temperature. 

The high temperature on the upper level can be explained by higher values of the sky view factor as 

it is an open space with no buildings in the closest surroundings and receives a bigger portion of the 

incoming solar radiation. 
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Figure 59. Surface Temperature when introducing more green space and trees. 

 

Given the represented scenarios the tool executed correctly the expected theoretical changes in the 

environment. When the pavement is changed to asphalt the temperature increases when all pavement 

is painted white the surface temperature falls. In the 3rd example, the changes are more obvious in 

the introduction of more green spaces and trees.  As mean radiant temperature is based on the surface 

temperature, lowering surface temperature will result in more comfortable space and avoid 

accumulation of heat in open spaces and allows the planner to study the changes in the micro climate 

before implementing the design. 
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5  

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

5.1 Final Reflection 

In the final chapter of this thesis, one can conclude that the initial objectives set for this work were 

achieved.  

When exploring the concepts of GIS and BIM, it was concluded that both of them could be used for 

urban planning, although there is little or no present interoperability between them.  

CIM methodology is still the only theoretical approach and there have been only a few examples of 

its practical application. Major companies are taking the first steps into and investing in creating CIM 

models capable of representing the urban environment.  New viewpoints for urban design are created 

by giving the possibilities to look at the city environment from a different angle and reducing the 

energy waste in the city function. 

It was concluded that there are few tools for estimation of thermal comfort of public space. Most of 

the existing programs don’t have 3D geometry capabilities and the ones that have use CAD-based 

models with no semantic data attached. There are difficulties in the representation of half-shaded 

surfaces and attribution of the thermal parameters to the corresponding elements. 

Even though BIM is a relatively new methodology to represent materials, surfaces and quantities in 

a project, using 3D visualization, it was not intended for urban planning purposes. This dissertation 

proved that is possible to do so, with some adaptation, and with that intention was developed a tool 

that can support the decision-making process. 

The developed tool covered most of the flaws that existing programs have and establish new 

possibilities for the future development of this methodology. By using Dynamo capabilities, it was 

possible to create a tool for estimating view factors, surface temperature and mean radiant 

temperature by using. Using Revit, a 3D model of Trindade Metro Station was created, and the tool 

was tested on it.  

From the two main components surface temperature and mean radiant temperature, it was only 

possible to validate the first one due to equipment availability. Then, the results were compared. 

Between measurements of real surface temperature around the Station, taken on hot summer day 

with no clouds, and the estimated results from the model, simulating conditions predisposing for high 

surface temperature, it was concluded that the tool represents correctly the hourly change of 

temperature and the difference between the surface, with an average error between 2 ºC to 3 ºC.  

Higher difference values are register due to the comparing the tool outcome to mean measured 

surface temperature which results in imprecision in the vertical and shaded elements. 

The absolute maximum error was around 10ºC and it was found on the vertical components (walls) 

of the model, but it has been expected due to simplifications in the energy balance equation and the 

solution to this anomaly will be left for future works. 
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Difficulties were found in the accuracy of the view factors and in consequence in the mean radian 

temperature due to the tool being too “heavy” to run the analyses. The process is too fully automated, 

it requires manually selecting the surfaces for the desired study, exporting data from Revit’s Insight 

Solar Analysis and importing them again in Dynamo workflow. 

It was possible to analyze different scenarios by changing the material and the color of the surface. 

The tool demonstrates correctly raise in surface temperature when the pavement is made of asphalt 

and reduction in surface temperature when the floor is painted white. An alternative scenario with 

more green areas and threes was created to demonstrate decrease in temperature in shaded and non-

build areas. It can be also concluded that surface temperature is the main factor conditioning mean 

radiant temperature and in consequence thermal comfort. 

This tool can be used as decision-making tool for comfort study of public space giving the 

possibilities for planners to see how build environment can contribute to the urban microclimate 

giving the possibilities to interfere before the implementation of the project. Although this tool is 

only a proof of concept it can be considered as future possibilities for integrating AEC industry and 

city planning for creating a sustainable urban environment. 

 

5.2 Future developments  

Although the development of the tool has reached satisfactory level or the conclusion of this work, 

it is far from finished. Changes must be made to improve the tool workflow and making in “lighter” 

to run. Another future objective will be to separate the Floor and Wall element to two categories: one 

that have air on both sides and one that have air on the one side and soil on the other giving the 

possibility to represent better the heat exchange.  

The tool methodology involves some “manual” work mainly in exporting, formatting and importing 

the excel files. This process can be automated with the help of programming.  

The view factors involved in the process will also need refinement, especially the view factor 

between person and surface. In this work is considered that the person receives energy only from the 

four main directions. As a human body receives heat from all directions and all surfaces a similar 

method as in the Sky View Factor must be created and applied.  

Surface temperature calculations must be improved in order to include heat exchange between the 

surface that can increase the accuracy of the results. 

Validation of the mean radiant component is to be expected for verifying if the tool represents the 

reality correctly and in order to proceed to thermal comfort calculation. 

Finally, integration between GIS and BIM file formats is needed for a more accurate representation 

of the existing reality. The Revit coordinate system does not correspond to the standard GIS 

coordinate system which can lead to confusion when pinpointing the location of the model. 
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ANNEX A  

ANEXO A DYNAMO CODE 

 

 

 

 

In this attachment the Dynamo code behind the tool will be explained. The code is divided in four 

modules: 

● Initial Data: where the tool will acquire the basic inputs;  

● View Factors: Sky View Factor and View Factor between person and surface used for 

calculation of the heat exchange; 

● Surface Temperature for calculating the hourly change in surface temperature; and finally 

● Mean Radiant Temperature calculation section. 

 

A.1 Initial Data 

The structure of the initial data involves three parts as shown in Figure 4:  

● Importing Solar Analysis (in blue);  

● Parameters extraction from initial data (green on top); and  

● Separation of the Floor and Wall elements (light green on bottom).  

 

Figure A. 1. Initial Data structure. 
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A.1.1 IMPORTING SOLAR ANALYSIS RESULTS 

 

Figure A. 2. Node group for importing Solar Analysis Results. 

The tool workflow begins with extracting, from the Excel file, information about the solar radiation 

and the related X, Y, Z coordinates for each analytical point. Analytical point is a unit containing 

information about the physical characteristic of a given point in the space. It may belong to a surface 

or be suspended in the air. In this work analytical points structured in grids will be used to describe 

the interaction between urban surfaces. 

From the Excel file a list is imported by numbers for each frame. For example, values from 9:00-

11:00 are assigned to the number 1, from 11:00-12:00 to number 2 and so on. For each frame the 

surface received heat and used it to calculate the temperature for the time frame and recorded the 

heating in the surface that will serve as beginning point for the next time frame. This allows the 

correct transferring of heat from the first time interval to the second, from the second to the third etc. 

 

Figure A. 3. Extraction of data from excel file. 

The information in Excel includes three parts with: 

● general information about the data of the analysis, surface area, study time and location.  

● information about the category, average insolation, element ID and total surface area, and; 

● information about the solar radiation and coordinates. 
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Figure A. 4. Excel file produced by Solar Analysis. 

The information in the first part is not needed or useful so it was not considered. 

The information of the second part allows relating the analytical surface containing the analytical 

points with the element ID to obtain the needed element parameters needed for the calculation of the 

surface temperature like albedo, emissivity, density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity. One 

needs this step because the third part have no information about the element ID. This algorithm 

assigns Parent object ID when Analysis Surface in part 2 is equal to Parent surface in part 3. 

 

Figure A. 5. Attributing element ID to analytical points 

The information from the third part is deconstructed into separated lists containing the solar radiation 

value and X, Y, Z coordinates. As Insight Solar Analysis export the coordinates in feet they must be 

transfer to meters in order for this tool to work in standard international units. 

From X, Y and Z values points and coordinate system are formed. 
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Figure A. 6. Separating information of analytical point into solar radiation with corresponding  X, Y, Z values. 

The result of this node group is: 

● list of solar radiation values; 

● list if coordinates for each value; 

● list of element ID for each analytical point, and; 

● corresponding number analytical point. 

 

Figure A. 7. End result of the data extraction from the excel file. 
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A.1.2 PARAMETERS EXTRACTION FROM INITIAL DATA 

From the Element ID parameters like emissivity and albedo can be extracted using 

Element.GetParameterValueByName node. It requires information input about the element and the 

name of the needed parameter and returns a numerical value for each analytical point. After the 

extraction the values are used as needed in the formulas as shown in Figure A. 8. 

 

Figure A. 8. Getting the thermal parameters for each analytical point. 

A.1.3 SEPARATION OF WALL AND FLOOR ELEMENTS 

Mean Radiant Temperature is calculated on a surface parallel to the floor and height of 1,5m above 

the ground- average person core height. It is necessary to separated the Walls from Floors in order 

to obtain the point where human body can be placed in the space- Floors and the points form which 

will receive heat – Walls and Floors. 
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Figure A. 9. Separation of the Floors and Walls elements. 

A.2 Sky View Factor 

This section gives explanation about the node groups for the calculation of the Sky View Factor 

(SVF).  

 

Figure A. 10. Node groups for SVF. 

A.2.1 GENERATING DOME AROUND EACH ANALYTICAL POINT 

Point.BySphericalCoordinates node is used to generate a dome with a given number of points. After 

this in the file “cs”, the coordinate system from Initial Data is connected to generate and create this 

dome around each analytical point.  
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Figure A. 11. Generating dome's points. 

A.2.2 DEFINING ANGLE BETWEEN VECTORS 

Vectors are created from the centre analytical point to each point of the dome. The angle between 

vectors in the X, Y plane and every other vector above is calculated. 

 

Figure A. 12. Finding the angle between vectors. 

A.2.3 CHECK IF VECTORS INTERSECT GEOMETRY 

With the help of the RayBounce.ByOriginDirection node, one verifies if the vectors origin-point 

intersect any surface and records the result as true or false. 
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Figure A. 13. Check if vectors intersects with geometry. 

A.2.4 FINDING MAXIMUM VALUE OF ANGLE 

With the results from the previous two steps the highest intersecting vector and its angle with the 

base vector is selected and recorded in order to simulate the highest point of the urban surface that 

obstruct the view to the sky from a given observation point. 

 

Figure A. 14. Finding maximum angle for SVF calculation. 

 

A.2.5 CALCULATION OF SKY VIEW FACTOR 

The Sky View Factor Calculation involves multiplying the quadrate of the sinus of the highest angle 

by the number of the dome’s horizontal divisions. These values are summed and the null values 

corresponding to “no angle of intersection” or clear sky are changed to the value 1.  

 

Figure A. 15. Calculation of the Sky View Factor. 

A.2.6 RESULT EXPORT 

Finally, the result is exported in excel file that will be used in the calculation of the Surface 

Temperature. 
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Figure A. 16. Exporting the results of the SVF calculation to excel file. 

A.3 Surface Temperature 

A.3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS 

The tool need information about the weather conditions in order to run. These can be constants or in 

this case the measured air temperature and humidity in the interval from 9:00 to 17:00. The 

information is recorded on two separate Excel Sheet with the flowing data: 

Table A. 1 Measured Air Temperature and Humidity recorded at the case study location. 

index 
Time 
frame 

Air Temperature Sheet (ᴼC) Humidity Sheet (%) 

1 9:00-11:00 24.2 71.4 

2 
11:00-
12:00 

25.6 65.6 

3 
12:00-
13:00 

30 61.2 

4 
13:00-
14:00 

31.4 58.5 

5 
14:00-
15:00 

30.5 57.8 

6 
15:00-
17:00 

30.7 57.3 

 

Excel.ReadFromFile is used to pull out the information. The output is divided in six separate lists 

and node Flatten must be used to obtain only one list with these six values. Then the node 

List.GetItemAtIndex is used to obtain only one value for the desired time frame, whose corresponding 

index is the same as the one used in Initial Data group. There are also some constant values that can 

be in the Other Parameters group that are needed to run the tool it includes information about wind 

speed, level of cloudiness and Tinical and Tinternal are respectively the initial temperature of the 

surface and the internal soil/air temperature.  
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Figure A. 17. Node group for extracting air temperature humidity and other basic meteorological parameters. 

A.3.2 INTERNAL TEMPERATURE 

Tinternal is considered constant for all time frame with the difference that the soil temperature is 

slightly colder than the air temperature. The purpose of this node group is to separate the Floors 

elements from the Walls and assign slightly different Internal Temperature for the Floors. This node 

is still to be developed as it assumes that a Wall has air on both sided and the Floor elements lay on 

soil which is not always the case.  

 

Figure A. 18. Internal Temperature node group 

 

A.3.3 INITIAL TEMPERATURE 

In the first time frame Tinitial is equal to given value and for each following time frame is equal to 

the output of the previous time frame. As it will be show in the last paragraph of this section the 

Surface Temperature output is recorded in “Results” file with number from 1 to 6 for each interval. 

When the time interval in Initial data is set to 1 it means that there is still no information for the 

Initial Temperature and estimated value must be given from Other Parameters node group. The If 

node verifies if the value of the time frame in Initial Data is equal to 1. If it is true, the value form 

Other Parameters group is taken if not the value from the result file is used at index Initial Data time 

frame -1. For example, in the 2nd time frame we will have the data from the first. So, this node will 

take the information from “Results” file at index 2-1 =1. 
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Figure A. 19. Initial temperature node group. 

 

Note that in the 1st time frame there in no Sheet corresponding to the name 1-1=0 and this is why the 

Excel.ReadFromFile node is activated only in the second time frame from Initial Data. 

A.3.4 IMPORTING SVF 

In this node group the data obtained in the Sky View Factor paragraph is imported and flattened in 

order to be used directly in formulas. 

 

 

Figure A. 20. Importing SVF from excel file. 

 

A.3.5 CALCULATING SURFACE TEMPERATURE 

The calculation of the Surface Temperature is done by imputing the preciously obtain parameters in 

formulas. 

 

 

Figure A. 21. Calculations of Surface Temperature. 
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Dynamo dose not possess a mathematical solver so, solution for incognita of 4rh root equation it was 

created. It has the format of AX4 + BX+ C=0 as show on the figure below. 

 

Figure A. 22. Calculating constants for quadratic function. 

 

After the values of A, B and C were obtained they were included in the solution for the quadratic 

function equation using the formulas found in [138]. There are 4 possible outputs but only one is 

usable. The other 3 are or negative or non-real numbers. 
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Figure A. 23. Calculation of the quadratic function. 

A.3.6 RESULTS OUTPUT 

The result of Surface Temperature node groups is recorded in excel file according to the number of 

the time frame. The data exported is the result data from the Calculation of the Surface Temperature 

node group. Those results are used for Initial Temperature for the next time frame. 

 

Figure A. 24. Surface Temperature result output. 

A.4 View Factor Surface to Person 
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Figure A. 25. Node groups for calculating View Factors between Person and Surface. 

A.4.1 DEFINING STARTING POINT 

In this point analytical point of the Floors elements are shifted 1,5m of the ground to simulate the 

average person core height. Additional constants are place hear that will be used in next step. 

 

Figure A. 26. Defining the starting points. 
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A.4.2 CALCULATING VIEW FACTOR IN 4 MAIN DIRECTIONS 

4 node groups are used to simulate the ray tracing for each of the 4 main directions: front, back, left 

and right. A RayBounce.ByOriginDirection node is used to register is the vectors in this direction are 

intersecting any surface and if yes it registers the point of intersection and the element ID.  

 

Figure A. 27. Finding if vectors intersect with any geometry. 

 

The figure below shows the process of finding the distance of the point of origin to the point of 

intersection that will be used for the view factor calculation. 

 

 

Figure A. 28. Calculating minimum distance between analytical and intersection points. 

 

From the element ID the height of the wall is extracted in order to see the area of influence of the 

surface energy radiation. 
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Figure A. 29. Extraction of wall height. 

 

On the figure below the calculation of the View Factor are made using the corresponding formulas. 

 

 

Figure A. 30. Calculating the View Factor. 

 

This node group repeats 4 time for each of the following vectors: (x=1, y=0); (x=0, y=1); (x=-1, 

y=0); (x=0, y=-1); 

 

A.4.3 RESULT  

The result is 4 values for each analytical point the sum of which has to be 0.8 which is standard value 

for heat exchange from the surrounding walls. The other 0.2 come from upcoming heat radiation 

from the floor and down coming radiation from ceilings.  
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Figure A. 31. Results of the View Factor calculation. 

A.5 Mean Radiant Temperature 

 

Figure A. 32. Node group for calculating Mean Radiant Temperature. 

A.5.1 FINDING TEMPERATURE OF CLOSEST POINT  

As the view factor intersection points are not the same with the wall analytical points there is need 

to find the closet wall analytical point to the intersection point and register the temperature value. 

This is made by creating using the List.CartesianProduct node that calculates the distance between 

each analytical and intersection point. The minimum distance is considered the closes point and the 

its temperature value is taken and attributed to the intersection point.  
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Figure A. 33. Finding the temperature of the closes wall analytical point. 

 

A.5.2 THERMAL PARAMETERS FROM FLOORS ONLY 

This node group provide thermal parameter only for the floor elements by multiplying the complete 

lists of thermal parameters to the position of the floor elements obtained in the Initial Data section. 

If there is floor the value is multiplied by 1 and if it is another element it is multiplied by 0. 

 

 

Figure A. 34. Separating thermal parameter for floors only. 

 

A.5.3 FINDING THE ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO THE CLOSEST POINT 

This node group extract the emissivity for each element of the corresponding intersection point. 
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Figure A. 35. Removing information about the element of the corresponding intersection point. 

 

A.5.4 CALCULATING MEAN RADIANT TEMPERATURE 

The calculation of the Mean Radian Temperature is made by using the corresponding formulas and 

the values obtained from the previous paragraphs. It multiplies the surface temperature in each of the 

4 direction to the corresponding View Factor and the elements emissivity. Adding the upcoming heat 

radiation from the floor elements. In this node is made the combination of the effects of the shortwave 

and longwave radiation which result in the final value of the Mean Radian Temperature for each 

analytical floor point. 

 

Figure A. 36. Calculation of the Mean Radiant Temperature. 
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ANNEX B  

MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

 

 

This annex reports the results of the measurement for the surface temperature. The values were taken 

on the 15.07.2018, between 9:00 to 17:00. To represent the hourly change of the surface temperature, 

in each measurement point, were registered six values. For some of the points, in which it was 

impossible to measure the surface temperature, due to limitation of the equipment or the presence of 

physical barriers, the referring results were left in blank. 
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A.1 Around the elevator on the upper floor of Trindade Metro Station 

 

Figure B. 1 Walls around the elevator of Trindade Station in Porto, Portugal. 

Table B. 1. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) in the walls around the elevator of Trindade 
Station in Porto, Portugal: 15th July 2018 

 9:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1       

2 21.2 20.4 20.9 21.2 23.7 29.1 

3       

4 22 21.6 20.8 21.1 23.9 29 

5       

6 21.7 23.8 20.6 21.4 24.1 28.6 

7       

8 21.7 20.1 20.4 21.3 24.2 29.1 

9       

10 21 20.1 20.6 21.3 23.8 27.4 

11       

12 21.1 20.6 18.6 17.9 20 19.8 

13       

14 21.1 20 18.8 18.4 20.4 20.1 

15       

16 21.9 22.3 28.5 26.4 24.5 24.5 

17       

18 22 22.1 27 26.9 26.7 25 

  
Category: Walls  
Elements ID: 312964; 316518; 316588 

Total Area: 86 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 4 m 
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A.2 Upper level floor of Trindade Metro Station 

 

Figure B. 2. Upper level floor of Trindade Station in Porto, Portugal. 

 

Table B. 2. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the floor of the upper level of Trindade Station 
in Porto, Portugal: 15th July 2018 

 

 9:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1 24 25.1 36.9 38.8 39.8 41.3 

2 26.4 25.4 37.8 39.5 43.9 44.6 

3 19.9 20.3 23.9 22 24.5 27.6 

4 20.5 20.1 25.3 21.4 21.6 26.3 

5 21.4 21.5 28.1 26.9 27.4 29.3 

6 23.8 24.6 34.7 40.6 42.9 40.7 

7 20.8 21.3 23.8 27.3 29 27.8 

8 19.3 20.1 27.8 22 23.9 29 

9 21.5 22.4 22.6 23.5 26.4 27.9 

10 26.8 27.1 38.4 39.4 44.2 44.6 

11 24.4 23.4 21.3 20.6 23.6 26.1 

12 24.3 22.1 21.6 21.8 28.1 25.4 

13 20.8 21.3 24.4 28.4 25.5 26.3 

14 24.8 25.4 37.5 43.3 43.3 43.4 

15 24.3 22.1 23.1 28.3 24.7 25.1 

16 22.9 23.1 23.3 27.6 24.6 26.7 

17 19.8 20.5 26 26.6 24.4 25.3 

18 19.2 20.4 26.7 28.6 27.9 26.1 

19 22.2 23.6 34.4 41.3 41.1 42.1 

20 20 21.5 22 26.1 21.8 24.3 

21 18.8 20.1 24.6 24 21.4 25.4 

22 18.1 22.1 22 24.4 27.2 26.2 

23 21.5 23.1 22 26.7 28.5 24.5 

24 21.7 21.8 34.6 37.1 39.6 42.1 

25 20.9 21.7 34.1 36.1 40.5 43.5 

26 17.3 18.3 18.5 18.6 20.2 21.3 

27 21.5 20.1 21.8 22.6 22.6 24.8 
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28 22.2 22.3 25 25.4 27.6 26.1 

29 21.9 20.1 22 24.2 22.6 24.8 

30 18.8 20.4 23.7 23.8 25.1 26.3 

  
Category: Floors  
Elements ID: 328576; 328736 

Total Area: 4033 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 10 m 
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A.3 Surrounding walls on the upper level of Trindade Metro Station 

 

 

Table B. 3. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the walls of the upper level of Trindade 

Station in Porto, Portugal: 15th July 2018.9:00-11:00 

 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1 22 22.6 23.3 22 26.4 27.9 

2 25.7 28.1 30.3 23.8 24.4 26.2 

3 27.8 29.6 32.6 25.6 25.4 26.9 

4 31.7 30.6 31.5 24.8 26.6 27 

5 31.8 32.7 34.8 26.3 24.9 25.2 

6 29.3 31.4 35.3 26.5 22 23.4 

7 27.7 33 37.5 27.2 22 23.2 

8 22.2 25.6 28.4 22.2 22.7 23.1 

9 21.1 26.1 27 24 22.4 22.4 

10 21 21.8 25.4 23.3 21.1 22.6 

11 18.5 19.6 23.2 25.1 26.3 31.8 

12 17.6 17.8 17.2 16.9 21.4 27.6 

13 18.2 18.6 20.3 21.9 27 32.7 

14 17.8 17.6 18.4 23.8 28.7 33.5 

15 16.3 16.4 18.2 22 28.4 32.5 

16 16.3 16.9 18.5 22 32 34.6 

17 20.5 22.1 24.3 25.9 28.6 28.9 

18 22 26.3 27.8 27.9 27.8 28.4 

19 22.2 25.6 27.3 30 31.3 32 

20 23.6 26.9 30.2 30.1 29.4 27.3 
  

Category: Walls  
Elements ID: 303958; 304103; 304233; 305854; 
306674; 316117 

Total Area: 254 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 10 m 
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A.4 Lower level floor of Trindade Metro Station 

 

 

Figure B. 3. Lower level floor of Trindade Station in Porto, Portugal. 

 
Table B. 4. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the floor of the lower level of Trindade Station 

in Porto, Portugal: 15th July 2018. 

 9:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1 19.6 21.6 28.4 42.3 39.9 31.6 

2 25.4 31 33 32.9 31.2 26.4 

3 27.3 33.4 31.5 36.1 32.1 26 

4 26.5 32.1 33.9 42.6 28.1 24.3 

5 27.1 32.5 33 40.1 28.5 27.6 

6 25.4 33.7 35.5 42.1 29.6 27.4 

7 26.3 33.4 33.5 36.1 29.7 26.8 

8 20.1 21.3 35.4 37.8 38.7 25.3 

9 19.6 21.5 33.9 38.6 37.5 36.5 

10 18.4 21.3 33.6 39.2 36.1 34.2 

11 24.6 28.3 33 43.1 40.1 28.2 

12 25.1 28.9 40.9 42.3 41.5 37.1 

13 26.5 33.7 36.2 40.1 42.1 38.3 

14 19.6 21.9 34.5 38.1 40.1 42.8 

15 20.4 22.7 35.4 3.1 42.1 45.7 

16 22.7 29.1 36.2 39.9 41.9 46 

17 26.8 32.4 35.8 40.1 41.6 44.3 

18 22.9 28.5 36.4 38.2 45.2 43.5 

19 26.3 29.6 36.7 41.4 40.8 42.1 

20 18.1 18.8 18.3 18.3 26 27.3 

21 22.3 25.4 23.8 20.1 25.4 26.1 

22 23.4 28.9 37.6 38.5 40.2 43.1 

23 23.9 28.5 38.7 38.9 43 45.6 

  
Category: Floors  
Elements ID: 312523; 312842; 324493 

Total Area: 4702 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 10 m 
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A.5 Sidewall near the elevator of Trindade Metro Station 

 

 

Figure B. 4. Sidewall near the elevator of Trindade Station in Porto, Portugal. 

 

Table B. 5. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the sidewall of the elevator on the lower level 
of Trindade Station in Porto, Portugal: 15th July 2018. 

 9:00-
11:00 

11:00-
12:00 

12:00-
13:00 

13:00-
14:00 

14:00-
15:00 

15:00-
17:00 

1       

2       

3 21.1 21.8 22.1 26.8 33.5 29.8 

4 22.3 24.1 25.3 26.7 34.1 30.1 

  
Category: Walls  
Elements ID: 316117 

Total Area: 82 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 4 m 
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A.6 Sidewall of Trindade Metro Station facing Rua de Camões 

 

 

Figure B. 5. Sidewall of Trindade Station facing Rua de Camões, Porto, Portugal 

 

Table B. 6. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the sidewall of Trindade Station in Porto 
facing Rua da Camões, Portugal: 15th July 2018. 

 9:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1 25.4 25.8 26.5 24.2 19.6 19.7 

2 26.3 26.1 27.1 23.1 19.7 19.2 

3 25.3 27.3 26.6 24.2 19.9 19.1 

4 24.8 26.7 26.5 22.8 20.1 18.6 

5 26.9 27.4 24.5 24 19.8 18.2 

6       

7       

8       

9 26.8 29.3 28.4 24 20.6 22.1 

10 27 29.2 28.1 26.1 21.1 22.4 

11 27.4 29.1 28.4 25.4 21.4 22.3 

12 26.8 29.1 27.5 26 20.3 21.8 

13       

14 26.8 29.4 28.3 26 20.3 23.6 

15       

16 26.1 27.2 28.8 28.2 22 25.7 

17       

18 26.8 28.6 27.8 25.9 21.3 25.9 

19       

20       

21 26.1 28.4 26.7 25.3 21.3 24.8 

  
Category: Walls  
Elements ID: 312964; 316518; 316588 

Total Area: 356 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 4 m 

A.7 Sidewall near the stairs in Trindade Metro Station 
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Figure B. 6. Sidewall near the stairs in Trindade Station, Porto, Portugal. 

 

Table B. 7. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the sidewall near the stairs of Trindade 
Station in Porto, Portugal: 15th July 2018. 

 9:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1       

2       

3 26.3 28.4 28.7 20.9 21.6 21.3 

4 24.6 29.1 29.1 30.3 21 22.4 

  
Category: Walls  
Elements ID: 306674 

Total Area: 58 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 4 m 
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A.8 Sidewall perpendicular to the metro line in Trindade Metro Station 

 

 

Figure B. 7. Sidewall perpendicular to the metro line in Trindade Station, Porto, Portugal 

 

Table B. 8. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the sidewall perpendicular to the metroline in 
Trindade Station, Porto, Portugal: 15th July 2018. 

 9:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1 19.6 20.6 27.2 24.8 24.8 26.9 

2 15.1 15.6 19.8 22.2 25.2 27.3 

3 15.4 16 25.8 24.7 24.7 26.4 

4       

5       

6       

7       

8       

9       

10       

11       

12       

13 20.8 23.6 34.3 36.1 36.4 34.1 

14       

15 22.1 24.5 30.6 32.4 32.1 33.2 

16       

17       

18       

19       

20       

21       
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Category: Walls  
Elements ID: 304233; 314336 

Total Area: 358 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 4 m 
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A.9 Central wall in Trindade Metro Station 

 

 

Figure B. 8. Central wall of Trindade Station, in Porto, Portugal 

 

Table B. 9. Measured values of the surface temperature (ºC) on the central wall in Trindade Station, Porto, 
Portugal: 15th July 2018. 

 9:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-17:00 

1 19.6 20.7 22.2 26.7 33.2 39.2 

2       

3 20 21.7 21.9 26.3 32.8 40.1 

4       

5 20.3 21.3 21.5 26.4 34.9 41.2 

6       

7 20.6 21.4 21.6 26.2 34.7 39.7 

8       

9 20.1 20.9 21.9 25.4 34.6 37.7 

10       

11 19.7 20.1 20.2 23.2 34.7 38.4 

12       

13       

14       

15       

16       

17       

18       

19       

20       

21       

22       

23       

24       

25       

26       

27       

28 16.6 17 18.6 17.9 17.6 18.5 
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29 16.5 18.3 17.7 17.5 17.9 18.1 

30 15.4 18.6 17.8 18.3 18.6 19 

31 16.3 18.2 17.3 17.1 17 18.9 

32 17.3 18.5 16.9 16.8 16.8 19.1 

33 16 16.4 17.2 16.9 16.9 17.4 

34 15.6 16.3 17.3 16.3 16.8 16.8 

35 16.5 15.4 15.6 16.7 16.7 16.9 

36 16.7 18.3 19.6 16.9 16.7 17.5 

37 16.8 17.9 18.1 18.7 18.5 17.9 

38 17.8 18.3 18.1 18.4 19 18.5 

39 18.9 18.4 18.5 18.8 19.1 18.4 

40 19.3 19.1 19 19.4 19 18.6 

  
Category: Floors  
Elements ID: 312523; 312842; 324493 

Total Area: 4702 m2  
Grid Size: +/- 10 m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


